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Chairman’s Letter

F

ollowing a somewhat static decade, FDA has shaken
up one half of the drug world by introducing the Novel
Excipient Review Pilot Program. Proposals are accepted
through Dec. 7, 2021. Universally welcomed, the pilot also carries a burden of very high expectations for being enlarged. Below
are three veteran industry voices that harmonize in the hopes for
more streamlined approvals.
As drugs become more complex and difficult to manufacture,
the role of excipients becomes more pivotal. Dr. Stephen Hoag
of the University of Maryland pointed out, in an interview with
BioPharm International, “It’s a real need of the industry … the
example right in front of us is the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines
where the lipid nanoparticle for the delivery of the vaccines are
very specialized excipients. They’ve created a platform that can
be used for a lot of different possible disease states … it’s a real
need with these poorly soluble drugs, it would be nice to have a
lot broader tool chest than what we currently have. And that’s
why IPEC is really working on trying to streamline the pathway
for approving excipients, obviously you need to worry about toxicity and protecting patient safety, but having said that, you need a
pathway to get excipients approved, and IPEC is working to get
that pathway as smooth as it can be.”
Chris Moreton of FinnBrit Consulting also considers the pilot
positive, and said in an interview with BioPharm International, “…
applications must be in in early December. The sponsors of the
excipients selected by the FDA will then need to submit their data
package (CMC and safety/tox). If they do not have a complete
package at the time of selection, they will need to provide a realistic timeline as to when they expect to have the rest of the data
available. There are potential benefits for both excipient manufacturers and users. My personal hope is that the pilot will be successful and extended to cover the whole range of novel excipients.”
Combining these threads together, Dave Schoneker of Black
Diamond Regulatory Consulting stated in an interview with
BioPharm International, “[the pilot]…is a great step forward to
improve innovation in excipient and drug development. However,
it will be very important to open up the scope of the program after
the pilot program, if it is successful, to all the various types of
novel excipients such as co-processed excipients, higher levels of
use and new routes of administration of existing excipients, and
the use of existing food and cosmetic ingredients for first use in
drugs. This will be critical to the overall success of the program
since there will always be a limited number of NCE type novel
excipients which require full toxicology programs costing millions
of dollars. These other types of novel excipients will be what ultimately will provide the biggest overall benefits to patient-centric
drug development, dosage form innovation, and improvements in
advanced manufacturing methods.”
We will watch the pilot program progress, along with our colleagues, with both excitement and great expectations.

BioPharm International does not verify any claims or other information appearing in
any of the advertisements contained in the publication, and cannot take responsibility for
any losses or other damages incurred by readers in reliance of such content.
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From the Editor

Can We Agree
on Conferences?

C

onferences are back—the good,
Chris Spivey is
the bad, and the ugly. Each the editorial director of
attendee experiences their own BioPharm International.
personal journey of unanticipated surprises, small misfortunes, physical and mental challenges, beneath the general
background chaos. A constellation of unknown glittering
prizes draws us back each year. In some ways, it feels like
being part of an instinctual migratory movement. We are
swept up in the excitement of the new, whilst transformed
through reunification with the old.
It was my personal pleasure to be part of the 30-year celebration award dinner for the International Pharmaceutical
Excipients Council (IPEC). Over friendly and informed
conversation (I sat beside Stephen Hoag from the University
of Mar yland), we enjoyed a fabulous meal while hearing from five new scientists on the salient points of their
award-winning research. One of these, Rishi Thakkar from
the University of Texas at Austin, employed one of my favorite
technologies—selective laser sintering—to improve formulation porosity when dealing with poorly soluble APIs. I had not
previously appreciated in any real sense the potential benefits
of 3D printed drugs.
At t he A mer ica n A ssociat ion of Pha r maceut ica l
Scientists (AAPS), PharmSci 360 event in Philadelphia and
INTERPHEX in New York City, we assembled in large numbers huddled around gleaming machines in capacious exhibit
halls. We met at intimate restaurants with new sales prospects,
or past colleagues. We sat in classroom-like auditoriums to
hear scientific presentations redolent of our university youth.
And we arranged site visits to local suppliers or customers.
A high point for me came when my normal office self,
and my conference embodiment, both meet the author of an
article that had earlier grabbed my attention while editing it.
Nitin Swarnakar from BASF wrote an absorbing piece on Self
Emulsifying Drug Delivery Systems. Within the article was
a small section that had eluded my full comprehension, and
I had made a physical note to return to the literature at some
future point to clarify. Especially to better understand how this
small aspect connected to the wider world of biology. Nitin was
delighted to share what he knew at our booth, while the rest
of the conference world swirled ceaselessly in the background.
This happenstance genuinely made my day. Conferences are
like that, they frustrate, and they exhaust, but serendipity and
comradery draw us back. Year after year. ◆
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Regulatory Beat

Pandemic Alters FDA Inspections
and Quality Oversight
New methods and policies necessitated by the global pandemic are slated to
become permanent fixtures in FDA enforcement and regulatory programs.
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ity that is not fully operational, has altered
hours, or has limited staff available.

FDA continues to request
documents from facilities
to review compliance
histories off site and to
conduct video livestreaming
“visits” to plants.
While ORA aims to send inspectors to more
facilities in the United States, the agency will
continue to limit foreign inspections to those
deemed “mission critical,” Cruse noted. FDA
also will utilize the tools expanded during the
pandemic to assess product safety and quality
more efficiently. This includes more extensive
analytical testing and sampling of drugs, particularly at US borders with an eye to denying
entry to products with quality problems. In
addition, FDA continues to request documents
from facilities to review compliance histories
off site and to conduct video livestreaming
“visits” to plants. The agency updated information on how it was managing and revising its inspection program, initially in a Q&A
guidance issued in August 2020 and expanded
extensively through the following months
through May 2021 (1).
A main initiative has involved greater use
of Remote Interactive Evaluations (RIEs) of
d r ug ma nu fac t u r ing, compou nd ing, a nd

www.biopharminternational.com
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O

ver the past 18 months, FDA offic ia ls have tested a nd adopted a
range of procedures to overcome
restrictions on visiting facilities in person to
evaluate pharmaceutical production and clinical testing operations. Many of these alternative compliance methods now are being
retained even with the end of the current
health emergency in sight. FDA has devised
ways to monitor industr y operations and
to collaborate more routinely with foreign
regulatory authorities to assess facilities and
products, efforts important for ensuring continued patient access to needed therapies,
vaccines, and medical diagnostics.
With some 8000 site inspections of drug
manufacturing facilities postponed during
the height of the pandemic in 2020, FDA
regulatory officials plan to retain key operational changes as they work to catch up on
their vast oversight obligations. During the
hiatus in facility inspections, FDA’s Office
of Regional Affairs (OR A) looked to evaluate the inspection status of a facility largely
through the review of historical inspection
records from the site plus reports
conducted by reliable reg ulator y
aut hor it ies. Now, even w it h t he
return to more normal inspections
for domestic manufacturing facilities, ORA will continue to pre-announce domestic inspections “for
the foreseeable future,” explained
A lon za Cr use, d i rec tor of t he
Office of Pharmaceutical Qualit y
O perat ions i n OR A at t he PDA /
Jill Wechsler is
BioPharm International’s FDA Joint Regulatory Conference in
Washington editor, September 2021. The aim is to avoid
jillwechsler7@gmail.com. having inspectors turn up at a facil-

Regulatory Beat

bioresearch monitoring facilities, a process that FDA
compliance offices plan to continue, as outlined in
guidance issued in April 2021 (2). Cruse highlighted
FDA’s process and policies for how the agency will
notify, conduct, and conclude RIEs and the impact
on regulatory timeframes. And Donald Ashley, director of Center for Drug Evaluation and Research’s
(CDER’s) Office of Compliance (OC), reported at the
PDA/FDA conference that the agency completed more
than 50 REIs for Bioresearch Monitoring operations
programs and eight for outsourcing facilities since
Oct. 1, 2020, as part of its effort to utilize all available oversight tools.

The pandemic has magnified
the need to focus on
risk management.
ADVANCING QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Even with reduced onsite inspections, manufacturers may gain regulatory flexibility in expanding
or altering production or updating manufacturing
methods by gaining FDA recognition for having
high-quality operations as described in its Quality
Management Maturity (QMM) program. FDA has
encou raged biopha r ma compa nies to establish
QMM systems able to measure outcomes that reflect
control of problems that lead to complaints, shortages, and adverse events, noted Patrizia Cavazzoni,
director of CDER, at the PDA/FDA conference. Now
manufacturers stand to benefit from advancing
QMM in gaining greater flexibility in scheduling
facility inspections and for making post-approval
changes in production and product characteristics.
Although industry has challenged earlier CDER
efforts to devise measures and “report cards” on
ma nu fac t u r i ng op e rat ions, t he pa nde m ic ha s
magnified the need to focus on risk management
and to expand efforts by manufacturers to ensure
the operation of more mat ure qualit y systems,
Cavazzoni explained. A critical issue during the
public health emergency has been to overcome
shortages in medical products due to supply chain
constraints and drug quality problems. To facilitate the development and timely production of
new COVID-19 therapeutics, CDER expanded the
data and analytics employed by its drug shortages
program to assess risks of supply disruptions earlier
and more effectively.

www.biopharminternational.com

In the wake of the pandemic, FDA is looking to
further support and encourage QMM initiatives
at firms able to demonstrate having consistent,
reliable, and robust business processes to achieve
quality objectives, added Ashley Boam, director of
CDER’s Office of Policy for Pharmaceutical Quality
at the PDA/FDA conference. FDA is launching two
pilot programs to test how QMM may be implemented by domestic drug product manufacturers
and by foreign producers of APIs. The pressures
created by the pandemic, Boam obser ved, have
supported alternative approaches for plant inspections, streamlined assessment of proposals to add or
change manufacturing facilities and suppliers, and
increased global collaboration and harmonization
in these areas.

REFERENCES

1. FDA, Manufacturing, Supply Chain, and Drug and Biological
Product Inspections During COVID-19 Public Health Emergency
Questions and Answers, Guidance for Industry (CDER, CBER,
August 2020 Updated on May 17, 2021).
2. FDA, Remote Interactive Evaluations of Drug Manufacturing
and Bioresearch Monitoring Facilities During the COVID-19
Public Health Emergency, Guidance for Industry (CDER, CBER,
April 2021).◆
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Cover Story: Quality Control

A New View on Quality Control?
COVID-19 created challenges for quality control departments. How
have the lessons learned from the pandemic influenced the way
companies use technology to perform quality-control procedures?
SUSAN HAIGNEY
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SPEED TO MARKET

The biopharmaceutical industry has seen an increase in
demand for vaccines, monoclonal antibodies, and other
treatments for COVID-19 and a variety of other diseases.
This rising demand has also seen an increase in speed to
market, which has placed an emphasis on new approaches to
processes, according to Kelly Smeltzer, principal consultant
at CAI. These new approaches include rapid microbiology
methods such as rapid sterility testing, in-house organism
identification, environmental monitoring, and early detection of colonies on plates. Smeltzer says that these and other
technologies improve manufacturing processes and quality
assurance, which in turn, improves speed to market.
“An example of accelerating technology adoption includes
the concept of single-use [technologies], which reduces costs
associated with cleaning and cleaning validation, provides
more flexibility in the use of manufacturing space, minimizes the potential for cross contamination, and overall
increases productivity by reducing time to market for product development,” says Smeltzer. “The Industry 4.0 concept
embraces new tools and technologies that enable manufacturing processes to become ‘smart’. With more ‘intelligent’
www.biopharminternational.com
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T

he COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the way the
biopharmaceutical industry deals with the already
challenging task of manufacturing biologics, which
are complex in nature. “Biologics necessitate more focus on
contamination control (environmental and utility monitoring, aseptic technique, personnel/equipment/material and
waste flows) and data integrity,” says Lisa Alexander, vice
president, Quality and Regulatory, at LakePharma, now
part of Curia.
The quality of biologics can be impacted by minor variations in manufacturing processes, according to Natasha
Rivas, vice president of Quality and Regulatory, at Genezen;
therefore, she stresses that “identifying and monitoring critical quality attributes (CQAs) to ensure control of the process
is crucial. Ensuring that the overarching quality systems are
providing sufficient control in the production and laboratory
processes is very important in an internal facility inspection.”
Some biopharmaceutical companies have had to make
changes and adjustments in their procedures to adapt to the
new normal. But will these changes, spurred by the specific
nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, take hold and transform the future of quality control for biopharmaceuticals?
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ON-DEMAND WEBCAST

Impact of Scalable Freeze/
Thaw Cycling on Protein
Stability & Structure
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The freezing and thawing of biologics for storage and transport is
often overlooked in the biomanufacturing workflow. Considering
its impact on critical quality attributes in post downstream
processing, it should be treated as a unit operation of its own. And
like most unit operations, freeze/thaw has its own set of process
challenges focused on product stability, integrity, and scalability.
For commercial scale freeze/thaw of bulk API, a model protein
study can help to better understand how formulations, primary
containers, and freezing methods alleviate these risks. This
webinar will:
• Review key requirements and considerations for the
freezing of bulk drug substances or APIs
• Examine the properties required of a 50mL to 50L
scalable system
• Evaluate a model protein stability study to determine
optimal freeze/thaw solutions
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• Understand the challenges associated with freeze/thaw of
bulk API, specifically proteins and monoclonal antibodies
• Characteristics of a scalable freeze/thaw commercial
unit operation
• Importance of the right formulation, container, and freeze
method on product quality attributes through a model
protein study
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Technology)
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• Protein Formulation Scientists/R&D Managers
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Cover Story: Quality Control

factories, integrated IT systems, and
the Internet of Things (IoT), quality and reliability are increased while
waste is reduced.”

USING TECH TO
ENSURE QUALITY

Technology is used in a variety of ways to
develop and manufacture biologics. And
it is an important part of assessing and
maintaining quality of these products.
“Industry 4.0 is the new roadmap for
the digital age and the interconnected
manufacturing process, design of new
products, and control of distribution.
The route to get there is through digital transformation; and this process
has many journeys, ways of thinking,
and different technologies,” says Jackie
Karceski, chief technology officer at
CAI. This new roadmap is being used
across different departments within
pharmaceutical companies, according
to Karceski, including R&D, manufacturing, and distribution. “At the end of
the process, both the digital pharmacy
(embracing new ways of ordering stock)
and the patient (where data can be collected by connecting the patient back to
the firm, as with connected technology),
have seen advances in terms of digital
transformation,” Karceski says.
“Industry 4.0 means that people,
processes, equipment, and the supply
chain are better connected, thanks to
the introduction of cutting-edge devices,
allowing manufacturers to have full visibility of operations—increasing quality. This technology, in essence, brings
automation to a whole new level. For
example, if during production, the
temperature of a batch becomes too
high or too low, the equipment itself
can detect this change and adjust rather
than requiring the operator to manually intervene,” says Smeltzer. “Advances
within Industry 4.0 could also mean
that, in the future, machine learning
algorithms (artificial intelligence—AI)
will be able to automatically adjust
manufacturing lines depending on
demand as well as being able to iden12

tify when maintenance may need to
global director, Quality, Compliance
take place prior to an issue arising—this
& Regulatory, at CAI. Tools for prereal-time responsive decision-making is
paring and executing validation and
driving quality assurance improvements
qualification protocols (e.g., Kneat
and is crucial to ensuring future opera- and ValGenesis), however, have had
tional efficiency for manufacturers.”
a slow start in the pharmaceutical
Technologies have evolved to
industry, according to Leech, but their
improve cross functionality, accord- use has increased in the past few years.
ing to Karceski. “These developments “Within the ISPE C&Q Community
include a combination of technologies
of Practice, a working group recently
to either expand the range of applica- formed that is likely to soon be fortions that are used to perform a [quality
mally established as a subcommittee
management system] QMS audit or to
on paperless validation, and many large
minimize risk by coordinating and stan- companies are now beginning to adopt
dardizing applications used to collect, this technology,” she says.
verify, and store data generated during
Some parts of validation and qualifian audit,” says Karceski. Available tech- cation have been automated for a long
nologies used for audits, according to
period of time, according to Siegfried
Karceski, include audit applications for Schmitt, vice president, Technical at
managing internal or external audits, Parexel. “Automated screen capture
messaging platforms (e.g., Jabber and
instead of wasting paper by making
Teams), and video platforms (e.g., screen prints during validation has been
Teams, Zoom, Barcode, Vimeo).
available for well over 20 years. Nothing
new, but at least it may now become
more widespread. Also video capture of
say room qualification has been used
for many years, but again it is hoped
that the new-found expertise with video
capture will lead to more professional
and usable footage,” says Schmitt.

Technology is used
in a variety of
ways to develop
and manufacture
biologics.

“The use of electronic quality systems
greatly enhanced our ability to quickly
locate and access records, regardless of
whether the team was on-site or working remotely,” says Alexander. “We also
were able to take advantage of screen
sharing through our remote meeting
platforms to facilitate record review. We
also installed live cameras in our [good
manufacturing practice] GMP manufacturing suites.”

VALIDATION AND
QUALIFICATION

Paperless validation offers one the ability to process documents in less time
due to parallel reviews and electronic
signatures, explains Connie Leech,
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TRAINING PERSONNEL
REMOTELY

Technology may also be used to train
quality personnel. Training is shifting to online and in-time learning,
according to Leech, with training
performed via smartphones and other
portable technologies. “Many large
companies [that] have instituted new
learning methods use technology in a
savvy, social way such as gamification,”
Leech says. “Virtual training consists
of e-learning (self-paced, web-based),
blended learning (a mixture of various
options per course), rapid e-learning
(quick online microlearning sessions),
mobile learning (the course is accessible anywhere the learner is) and
ubiquitous learning (available anytime/
anywhere, and activities are led by daily
tasks). Many of these methods are usewww.biopharminternational.com
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out ever impacting field operations until
impacted in-person audits, according
to Alexander. Some companies, there- the bugs have been shaken out,” says
Leech. “It should also be noted that
fore, have implemented new remote
modern approaches to quality risk manstrategies for performing internal
agement are best supported by inforaudits and inspections.
mation managed as data, as opposed to
“The biggest change we made to our
documents, and we are beginning to see
internal audit program was to limit the
hints of this turning as well. However,
number of auditors that performed each
there are other uses of technology that
audit. In line with the overall reduction
of staff on site during the pandemic, are somewhat less visible but potentially
even more impactful.”
one lead auditor was assigned to each
audit, as opposed to up to three auditors dividing the workload and reviewing different types of procedures and
records,” says Alexander.
However, Lake Pharma, now part
of Curia, did not change its process for
addressing quality issues found in audits.
The demand for technology to per“These programs have the capability “The biggest challenge was ensuring
form remote inspections has increased,
that the operational groups followed up
of allowing the instructor to tape the
according to Schniepp, and companies
with [corrective and preventive actions]
information and embed questions into
CAPAs in a timely manner. COVID- are evaluating the choices in what techthe presentation that must be answered
before that trainee can continue. This 19 impacted on-site availability of staff; nologies are currently available. But she
cautions that companies must be aware of
is a great way to train people and mea- therefore, the focus was on ensuring
the risks. “One major concern with techsure the effectiveness of that training. day-to-day, critical operations stayed
on-track. Essential activities took pre- nology platforms and conducting remote
Another approach would be to deliver
audits is the platform security. This is a
cedence over continuous improvement
the training as a webinar using a multiple
potential risk and needs to be addressed
initiatives,” says Alexander.
person meeting app. You can prepare
as the industry continues to explore the
Genezen was able to build and
and distribute the information you will
benefits of remote audits,” says Schniepp.
cover in the training, schedule a meet- implement a quality process into its
Technology may be used in a varinew manufacturing site instead of
ing time, deliver the training, and take
ety of ways to perform internal inspecmaking changes to its internal audit
questions from the employees during the
webinar. If you have multiple manufac- program. “We are building and imple- tions of facilities, according to Leech.
menting a thorough process that “Technology that is cloud based, inteturing shifts, you can schedule a training
session during each shift to make it eas- allows us to ensure the various oper- grable, and easily configured allows an
ier for second- and third-shift employ- ations are appropriately implemented, auditor to quickly share information with
team members and auditees, provide
executed, and monitored. Ensuring
ees to receive the training. The bottom
feedback on potential audit issues, and
that all processes continue to meet the
line is even though people are working
demands of an ever changing regula- store data for use in subsequent reporting
remotely, and in-person training may not
and/or remediation activities,” says Leech.
tory environment is a crucial part of
be feasible, there are still opportunities
“The use of remote visual inspecthis program,” says Rivas.
to ensure employees receive the required
tion tools such real-time online video,
Using technology, such as remote
training to meet your company’s training
streaming tours of GMP facilities and
witnessing and remote inspections, to
expectations,” says Schniepp.
reduce field work is gaining accep- the capability of camera pixels to read
and record documents, labels, and logtance, according to Leech. “Vendors
TECHNOLOGY AND
books
during the audit tour improves
are
beginning
to
wear
headset
camINTERNAL AUDITS
efficiency,
lowers cost, and speeds deliveras
to
allow
their
clients
to
witPerforming internal audits of a bioness testing from their living rooms. ery of an internal audit,” says Leech.
pharmaceutical company’s facilities
Companies can also virtually map faciland processes is an important task in Another method gaining traction is
ities for inspectors using virtual reality
the use of a ‘digital twin’ facility, a
ensuring product quality. However, due
technology before a virtual live stream
simulated facility that can be used to
to the pandemic, travel restrictions
trial new automation sequences with- tour, according to Leech.
and limitations on staff being onsite
ful to remote workers, learners with
very little down time, and employees
who enjoy learning at their own pace.”
Remote training is not new or unique,
points out Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow at Regulatory Compliance
Associates, with online training already
being used for remote employees. There
are benefits to remote training, however,
according to Schniepp.

Using technology to
reduce field work is
gaining acceptance.

www.biopharminternational.com

On-site, in-person
inspections are still
important.
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“Internal audit activities, as a function of quality, are partners on the same
road with the digital transformation of
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Internal
audits are a measurement of quality performance and must utilize all available
technological advances to keep pace with
speed-to-market demands,” says Karceski.
Benefits of remote audits

information is complete and accurate
and questions are compiled and provided to the facility for discussion.”
On-site, in-person inspections are
still important and cannot be fully
replaced, according to Schmitt. “To
come as close as possible to on-site
audits, the respective [standard operating procedures] SOPs need to be
updated, the technical tools implemented or upgraded (e.g., WiFi signal
in all parts of the factory to permit virtual tours), and where possible, paper
processes should be replaced by electronic ones. Electronic systems allow
much easier access to the information
for remote auditors,” says Schmitt.

The COVID-19 pandemic created
a unique situation where remote
audits became a necessity for a variety of industries, including the biopharmaceutical industry. This necessity,
according to Siobhan Ashmore, associate director, Quality at CAI, created
challenges and opportunities. “Nothing
beats boots on the ground. However,
when a pandemic limits or otherwise
prohibits travel, other options must
be considered,” says Ashmore. “The
COVID-19 pandemic exposed the
vulnerability of the supply chain and
But Schmitt does note the benefits
the lack of emphasis placed on continthat remote audits provide, especially
gency planning. Remote internal audits
during the current global pandemic
were and still are a viable alternative
situation. “As travel is still seriously
to ensure continued compliance with
curtailed, remote inspections are the
GMP requirements and help to ensure
obvious choice where auditors could
continuous supply of much-needed
not otherwise perform their duties.
drugs, worldwide,” she says.
Some of these opportunities cre- Costs are another factor. The pandemic
really has forced industry to adopt
ated by internal audits, according to
this model as an alternative to on-site
Ashmore, include a reduction in costs
audits. But the warning remains: they
and time lost (to travel from site to
site), flexibility in scheduling, minimi- are never better than an on-site visit, if
even equivalent,” he says.
zation of product contamination, less
disruption of manufacturing processes,
and enhanced collaboration between The future of remote audits.
auditors and auditees via technology.
“Given the world’s adjustment to remote
Schniepp agrees that remote inspec- work due to the COVID pandemic, it
tions save time and costs. “Conducting
is very likely that companies will find
remote inspections saves time for
a way to implement remote strategies,
both the auditor and the facility being
including remote inspections, for the
audited provided the audit is conducted
long-term. Being able to perform thorefficiently,” she says. “From a facility
ough inspections remotely has allowed
point of view, this would be providing
these to be executed in a more cost
necessary documentation to the auditor
effective and efficient manner, and
in a timely manner and being avail- manufacturers will want to continue
able to answer their questions. From
this wherever possible,” says Rivas.
the auditor point of view, this would be
The trend toward quality culture,
making sure the first request for various
where everyone in the company is

The COVID-19
pandemic created a
unique situation.
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responsible for quality, will cause internal facility inspections to develop into
self inspections by each department,
according to Schniepp. “In other words,
engineering would inspect engineering, operations would inspect operations, and so forth. The results of these
self audits and potential solutions could
then be communicated with the quality unit for discussion. I think some of
this could be accomplished remotely
provided the individuals in the departments responsible for these self-inspections are appropriately trained and
educated in quality matters,” she says.
“Before the pandemic, virtual audits
and inspections had been discussed as
a potential way to perform preliminary
assessments. Once companies were
required to institute policies consistent
with the pandemic guidelines the concept
of virtual inspections became a reality. In
my opinion, virtual audits and inspections are going to become an accepted
industry practice based on the time and
cost savings incurred by conducting
audits in this manner,” says Schniepp.
One of the lessons learned from the
pandemic, according to Alexander, is
how important flexibility is when performing internal audits. She emphasizes the need to build flexibility into
procedures. She also sees a future for
remote audits. “The option for remote
audits and inspections will remain a
tool to help mitigate the unpredictable
challenges we face in this ever changing world. Technology that facilitates
remote activities will become the norm,”
says Alexander.
Schmitt cautions that in-person audits
will always be preferable. “As costs (no
travel) are lower, management may prefer
remote audits. That is dangerous as some
operations in particular, such as aseptic techniques, cannot truly be assessed
remotely (several inspectorates have
made this very clear). But even seemingly straightforward operations, such as
warehouses, often require an in-person
visit to truly discover the actual state of
operations,” he summarizes.◆
www.biopharminternational.com
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One-step Purification
of 5'-DMT-on
Oligonucleotides
Register for this free webcast at:
www.biopharminternational.com/bp_d/5Tosoh
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William “Bill” Evans
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Process Chromatography,
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Event Overview
Oligonucleotide purification and analysis methods have grown
to meet the demands of expanded pipelines for oligonucleotide
therapies in recent years. In this study, we will demonstrate
the effectiveness of a one-step hydrophobic interaction
chromatography (HIC) method for the purification of 5'-DMTon oligonucleotides. We will detail a method that is designed
for capture, and direct on-column cleavage, of 5'-DMT-on
oligonucleotides. Additionally, we will detail analytical methods
including reversed phase chromatography, analytical anion
exchange chromatography, and size exclusion chromatography,
which will ensure the high purity and quality of the final product.
• An effective one-step purification of 5'-DMT-on oligonucleotides
by hydrophobic interaction chromatography, with on-column
DMT cleavage.
• The selected phenyl-phase chemistry resin has a dynamic
binding capacity >45 mg/mL resin for 5'-DMT-on oligonucleotides.
• The on-column DMT cleavage method results in high product
recovery while maintaining >95% product purity.

Key Learning Objectives
• Simplify purification of 5'-DMT-on oligonucleotides using a onestep hydrophobic interaction chromatography method.
• Understand the power of hydrophobic interaction
chromatography for 5'-DMT-on oligonucleotide purifications.
• Learn how to ensure the high purity and best quality of the
final product.

Who Should Watch
• Chromatographers, method developers and process engineers
who are involved with the development and platform design for
purification of oligonucleotides.
• Process Engineers
• Purification scientists
Sponsored by

For questions email
kbarry@mjhlifesciences.com

Presented by
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Research Advances are
Improving ADC Development
ADC development is on a positive trajectory from a deeper
understanding of therapeutic mechanisms and technological advances.

F

ollowing early failures in the market due to toxicity issues,
drug developers have rallied around improving the development of antibody drug conjugates (ADCs), and the
pharmaceutical pipeline is seeing renewed vigor in progressing
these drug candidates through to market. With the help of ongoing research that has brought enhanced understanding to cancer
biology and pharmacology, ADCs can yet fulfill their long-held
promise of delivering effective cancer treatments and beyond.

IMPROVED APPROVAL RATE

The approval rate for ADCs by FDA has significantly improved in the past four years, increasing from
only a handful approved in 2017 to 12 approved by 2021
(see Table I). ADCs represent a class of targeted cell immunotherapeutics that are a major stepping-stone to the road for
precision drugs, particularly to treat cancers. ADCs comprise
a tumor-specific monoclonal antibody (mAb) conjugated to
a cytotoxic payload via a linker. The promise of ADCs lays
in the fact that the cytotoxic agents used in their make-up are
typically more potent than currently used anti-cancer drugs (1).
Ongoing research into ADC technology, cancer biology, and
16
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a better understanding of pharmacology has enhanced the
development of ADCs.
Gemtuzumab ozogamicin (Mylotarg, Pfizer), was one of the
earliest ADCs approved by FDA in 2000 but was voluntarily
withdrawn from the market because Pfizer was unable to verify a
clinical benefit and because of safety concerns (2). The drug was
approved again nearly two decades later in 2017.
Since 2017, FDA has had a steady stream of ADC approvals,
including moxetumomab pasudotox-tdfk (Lumoxiti, Innate
Pharma/AstraZeneca) in 2018; fam-trastuzumab deruxtecan-nxki (Enhertu, Daiichi Sankyo/AstraZeneca), enfortumab
vedotin-ejfv (Padcev, Astellas Pharma/Seattle Genetics), and
polatuzumab vedotin-piiq (Polivy, Roche) in 2019; sacituzumab
govitecan-hziy (Blenrep, GlazoSmithKline) and sacituzumab
govitecan-hziy (Trodelvy, Gilead Sciences) in 2020; and tisotumab vedotin-tftv (Tivdak, Seagen) and loncastuximab tesirine-lpyl (Zynlonta, ADC Therapeutics) in 2021.

ADVANCING THE SCENE

Tremendous effort into research coupled with preclinical work
has been driving the progress of ADC development. These R&D
www.biopharminternational.com
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Table I. FDA-approved antibody drug conjugates up to 2021. BLA is biologics license application.

Brand name

Active ingredient

Indication(s)

FDA approval date

Company by
BLA submission

Adcetris

brentuximab vedotin

Hodgkin lymphoma; systemic
anaplastic large cell lymphoma

2011

Seattle Genetics

Kadcyla

ado-trastuzumab emtansine

HER2-positive, metastatic
breast cancer

2013

Genentech
(a Roche company)

Besponsa

inotuzumab ozogamicin

relapsed or refractory
B-cell precursor acute
lymphoblastic leukemia

2017

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals
(a Pfizer company)

Mylotarg

gemtuzumab ozogamicin

newly-diagnosed CD33-positive
acute myeloid leukemia (AML);
relapsed or refractory CD33positive AML

2017
(initial approval in 2000)

Wyeth Pharmaceuticals
(a Pfizer company)

Lumoxiti

moxetumomab pasudotox-tdfk

relapsed or refractory
hairy cell leukemia

2018

Innate Pharma/AstraZeneca

Enhertu

fam-trastuzumab deruxtecan-nxki

unresectable or metastatic
HER2-positive breast cancer

2019

Daiichi Sankyo/AstraZeneca

Padcev

enfortumab vedotin-ejfv

locally advanced or metastatic
urothelial cancer

2019

Astellas Pharma/Seattle
Genetics

Polivy

polatuzumab vedotin-piiq

relapsed or refractory diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma

2019

Genentech
(a Roche company)

Blenrep

belantamab mafodotin-blmf

relapsed or refractory
multiple myeloma

2020

GlazoSmithKline

Trodelvy

sacituzumab govitecan-hziy

unresectable locally advanced
or metastatic triple-negative
breast cancer; locally advanced
or metastatic urothelial cancer

2020

Immunomedics
(a Gilead Sciences company)

Tivdak

tisotumab vedotin-tftv

recurrent or metastatic
cervical cancer

2021

Seagen

Zynlonta

loncastuximab tesirine-lpyl

relapsed or refractory large
B-cell lymphoma

2021

ADC Therapeutics

Source: FDA

efforts have given drug developers a better means to strategize and improve the
efficacy of ADC drug candidates while
reducing toxicity for better therapeutic
outcomes. Advances have been largely
based on investigational studies that collectively offer deeper understanding of
the absorption, distribution, metabolism,
and excretion (ADME) and drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics (DMPK)
mechanisms of the intact conjugate and
the small-molecule (e.g., cytotoxic agent)
component (3). Researchers have also
started to take into account the interactions between ADCs and the immune
system, searching for potential synergistic
therapeutics effects that can be used.
Improvements in ADC technology
will also be beneficial. The feedback loop
from clinical-to-preclinical-to-clinical
studies is primarily focused on approaches
that reduce off-target toxicities and
improve patient outcomes. This is being
www.biopharminternational.com

done through changes not only in ADC
composition but also in clinical trial study
design. Clinical and preclinical studies
will also investigate combination therapies
to see if and how ADCs can work with
immuno-oncology approaches (3).
Technologies that aim for targeted
drug delivery in the absence of an internalizing antigen are the types of technology that can drive a paradigm shift in
the way ADCs are developed. One such
approach uses cytotoxic payloads that
can induce cell death by mediating signals at the cell surface. Another approach
involves a two-step delivery method in
which the targeting and delivery steps
are functionally uncoupled temporarily,
allowing for the antibody to deliver the
cytotoxic payload at the cell surface and
payload release induced by a systemically
delivered small molecule (3).
The past decade has also seen considerable progress in antibody engineering,

which is allowing for more site-specific
conjugation. Engineering advances such
as this help to improve the homogeneity
and stability of the ADC construct, which
is allowing new generations of ADCs
to make it to the clinic, with hopes of
broadening the therapeutic index that can
be achieved. In addition, the development
of more tumor-specific antigenic targets
and optimized release mechanisms for the
cytotoxic payload within a tumor have led
to the development of more high-performance ADCs (4).

THE TOXICITY ISSUE

The early failures of early ADCs primarily revolved around toxicity issues. Certain
side effects of some ADCs are similar to
the side effects caused by conventional
cytotoxic agents that are used in chemotherapy, while other side effects are specific to the specific ADC itself. These
side effects can sometimes be severe, and
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are thought to be induced by the uncontrolled release of the cytotoxic agent in
the bloodstream during circulation. This
uncontrolled release has been responsible
for off-target toxicity (4).
Futhermore, the immunoglobulin G1
(IgG1) isotope of some ADCs can interact with the fragment crystallizable region
(Fc)-gamma receptors (FcγR), which can
trigger target-independent, FcγR–dependent internalization in FcγR-positive cells.
This internalization results in toxic effects
on these healthy cells, which are not the
targets of the ADC. These unpredictable events have thus made development
of the cytotoxic agent component of the
ADC a complex endeavor (4).

OPTIMISTIC FUTURE

Today, ADCs are in a good space, despite
their earlier clinical failures. Development
of these therapeutics has been bolstered
by the fruits of labor from ongoing and
intensive research, including the availability nowadays of fully human/humanized
mAbs, the focus of approaching ADC

constructs with site-specific conjugations,
a wider range of potent cytotoxic payloads that work through various mechanisms of action, newer and more versatile
linker technologies, and the evolution of
more sophisticated analytics. Researchers
continue to investigate sources of poor
efficacy and off-target toxicity, in the
meantime. Their efforts are expected to
yield ways to improve the therapeutic
index of ADCs (3).
The lessons that the biopharma industry has learned from both the failures and
successes of ADCs, coupled with the
continued advancement of core ADC
technologies, are expected to make future
ADC development for cancer treatments
more successful. ADC development can
furthermore branch out beyond oncology
indications into other therapeutic arenas.
Opportunities exist in infectious diseases,
such as through the use of an antibody–
antibiotic conjugate, which was shown
in studies to be more effective than the
antibiotic alone that is used in drug-resistant bacterial infections (3). The strategic

design of ADCs can also be useful in
treating autoimmune diseases. Clinical
trials have already begun to show that
some common chemotherapeutic drugs
(e.g., methotrexate, cyclophosphamide)
are already used in diseases other than
cancer (5). ADCs and related conjugates
can also be used to help improve treatment for cardiovascular diseases by reducing side effects via a selective payload
delivery (3). Future challenges still remain,
however, for future ADC development,
including improvement of the therapeutic widow, further understanding of the
ADC mechanism of action, and decreasing off-target toxicities in vivo.
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Upstream Processing

Perfusion Cell Culture is
Gaining Ground Upstream
The adoption of perfusion cell culture continues
to advance with the help of PAT tools.
FELIZA MIRASOL

GAINING AN INCREASING TOEHOLD

How much of a toehold does perfusion cell culture have in
clinical and commercial upstream processing today? Has the
earlier hesitation and reluctance given way to further adoption of this technology? Priyanka Gupta, head of Market
Entry Strategy, Protein Segment, at Sartorius explains
that more companies are adopting perfusion cell culture in
upstream bioprocessing as the industry comes to realize the
gains perfusion offers in volumetric productivity.
“In general, there are various companies (both in CDMO/
CMO [contract development and manufacturing orga20
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nization/contract manufacturing organization] and the
mid–large company space) adopting perfusion scales from
50–500 L for clinical and commercial production,” Gupta
says. Gupta points out that companies are also realizing not just productivity gains but time, footprint, and
sustainability advantages by using perfusion. Nowadays,
even large companies that require larger throughput are
looking into using 1000-L and 2000-L stirred tank reactor
(STR) scales for perfusion.
Gupta notes that, although the fed-batch method of cell
culture still dominates, perfusion is gaining much more
adoption as the industry comes to realize how perfusion
can cater to future manufacturing needs, including a smaller
footprint and having sustainable high productive facilities.

ADVANCEMENT OF PAT TOOLS

PAT tools are important for making the adoption of perfusion cell culture easier and enabling continuous bioprocessing. Perfusion can be challenging at first to run and
understand, and PAT tools play a key role in developing the
perfusion process, says Gupta. Having these tools both at
www.biopharminternational.com
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T

he establishment of perfusion cell culture in upstream
processing is an ongoing shift in the biomanufacturing
industry. Earlier reluctance to adopt a perfusion-based
system stemmed largely from uncertainty surrounding process
monitoring and control, but advancements in process analytical
technology (PAT) tools are making it easier to monitor and
control continuous bioprocessing. But what progress has been
made so far in establishing perfusion cell culture at both the
clinical manufacturing scale and commercial level?

Upstream Processing

process development and manufacturing scales has made the adoption of
perfusion more feasible. “The pharma
industry has been using perfusion for
a while, but now with the advantages
and having the right tools, the combination of PAT and systems has also
made the biopharma industry adopt it
with confidence,” Gupta states.
For one thing, PAT tools enable understanding of the process earlier in the process development stage, which in return
is important to having ease of scale-up,
mitigating risks, and knowing the critical
process parameters, Gupta explains.
There have been advances in PAT
tools on several fronts. One area has been
the transfer of established sensors and
control strategies from a stainless-steel
environment to the single-use environment. This transfer has enabled the
switchover to more modern perfusion
processes. Meanwhile, the advancement
of spectroscopic technologies for inline
analysis has also contributed to easing
the use of perfusion. A number of PAT
tools already used in bioprocessing make
use of spectroscopy. Advances in data
analytics is another ongoing development that supports perfusion processes
because data analytics today are capable
of processing the vast amounts of data
generated by modern PAT tools (1).

“Having high cell densities resulting from perfusion will impact your
clarification, and one needs to really
understand the capacity and scale up
of clarification technologies. Another
important consideration is the media
requirement due to perfusion. To get
higher volumetric productivity, it is necessary to understand what kind of media
exchange rate is needed. This in turn can
increase the amount of media required.
It becomes a balance between productivity and an increase in cost and risk
mitigation of media management.”
Perfusion cell culture also has the
benefit of operating at steady-state
conditions for extended periods of
time, which results in more consistent
and higher product quality, but maintaining a steady state requires effective process monitoring and control.
However, real-time data collection is
not always a simple task. The key challenges associated with process monitoring include monitoring the accurate
concentration of cells, keeping track
of the main nutrients and metabolites, and monitoring the relationship
between growth and metabolic data,
which is done using typical in-line,
real-time monitoring of important
parameters such as pH, temperature,
and dissolved oxygen (1).

CHALLENGES REMAIN

CONTINUOUS
BIOPROCESSING SHIFT

However, despite the many advances in
PAT tools, there are still challenges to
perfusion adoption. A lack of expertise
and a sense of comfort in new technologies often leave companies with
hesitation to adopt a new process, for
example. Gupta observes that, with
perfusion, usually the product quality
could be “better” than a normal fedbatch process. However, this requires
explanation that perfusion will not
have any negative impact on drug efficacy, especially if a company has already
filed an investigational new drug application or has done clinical trials.
“Clarification is another aspect that
needs to be understood,” says Gupta.
www.biopharminternational.com

Overall, perfusion cell culture is showing positive outcomes, which may bode
well for a more determinate shift to
continuous bioprocessing in the future.
Because perfusion-based processes offer
many advantages, such as higher volumetric productivity, smaller modular
facilities, lower cost, and more sustainable facilities, a fully continuous process is desired, reveals Gupta. “Having a
facility with continuous processing, the
industry can realize a fully controlled,
automated closed process, which would
simplify both processing and drug
demands. Continuous processing eliminates the need for hold steps and a lot

of manual intervention, and results in
increased process robustness,” Gupta
states. Although there are still technology developments that need to happen
to realize this, the industry is moving
toward this goal step by step, she asserts.
Furthermore, support for continuous
bioprocessing from regulatory authorities, as well as encouragement and guidance for improving process control and
consistency, have helped to enable the
industry to drive advances in PAT tools.
This regulatory support in turn has eased
the path for the implementation of novel
solutions into perfusion processes (1).

EXPANSIONS SET
FOR FUTURE NEEDS

The industry is also seeing investment
in perfusion capacity in response to
the growing demand for biologics. In
late December 2020, WuXi Biologics
announced its acquisition of Bayer’s
drug substance manufacturing facility in Wuppertal, Germany. The facility includes three 1000-L perfusion
bioreactors in addition to six 2000-L
fed-batch bioreactors for biologics
and vaccines, which are expected to be
ready for good manufacturing practice
(GMP) operations in late 2021 (2).
In addition, Abzena opened a new
biologics GMP manufacturing site—
the company’s sixth global manufacturing site—in the United States, which
it announced in January 2021. The
new site will accommodate Phase III
and commercial manufacturing and
will be equipped for existing and new
advances in manufacturing, including
continuous manufacturing and perfusion. Manufacturing operations are
planned to start in mid-2022 (3).
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Analytics Advances for Optimizing
Downstream Processes
Surrogate analytics are no longer sufficient, as simple inexpensive
real-time analytics are urgently needed for high value products.
CYNTHIA CHALLENER
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Indeed, the biopharmaceutical industry continues to express
interest in technologies that enable process control while improving process development times and quality. There is particular
need for advances downstream due to the dramatically higher
productivity achieved in upstream manufacturing today, according to Phil Vanek, chief technology officer at Gamma Biosciences.
“Increasing interest in automation and continuous manufacturing and the advent of manufacturing strategies for advanced
therapies (e.g., cell and gene) are compelling more chained or
continuous manufacturing methods to allow for more walkaway operations,” Vanek continues. “These approaches not only
improve cost efficiency, but when properly implemented can
improve product quality and reduce risk through closed operations and increased use of automation,” he asserts.

HIGH-THROUGHPUT POTENTIAL

Full integration of analytical technologies helps to provide
real-time answers, reduce costs, avoid costly failures, and
CYNTHIA CHALLENER is a contributing editor to BioPharm
International.
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ownstream processing operations have a direct impact
on biopharma product quality and cost. Therefore, optimization of downstream biologics purification steps is
not surprisingly focused on increasing productivity and reducing
cost, while maintaining the highest possible quality. Two specific
areas receiving attention, according to Martin Vollmer, biopharma program manager in the Lifescience Analysis Group at
Agilent Technologies, are continuous manufacturing with automation/integration of associated analytics and the adoption of
single-use technologies, including a shift from traditional column
chromatography to membrane-based techniques.
Capture chromatography, adds Darren Verlenden, head of bioprocessing, MilliporeSigma, has been an early target for improvement due to the high cost of goods associated with this operation.
Adoption of advanced capture methods, such as multi-column
capture, has been slower than expected, however, due to complexity and regulatory concerns, he observes. The focus has therefore
shifted to flow-through polishing. “Analytics in this space are
needed to move from monitoring critical process parameters
to monitoring critical quality attributes, with in-line or at-line
aggregate analysis seen as an important need,” Verlenden says.

Downstream Processing

makes processes much more efficient,
notes Vollmer. “Online and inline
process analytical technologies will
provide continuous insight into the
process and into the quality of the drug
substance,” he states.
Overall, therefore, the incorporation
of rapid, high-throughput analytics
enables more informed decision making in process development, resulting in
improved processes, Verlenden summarizes. However, for these high-throughput development and analytics to also
reduce development timelines, he cautions that novel approaches to data collection and processing are needed to
overcome the inefficient, largely manual, paradigm of today.
While advanced control is lagging
for a variety of reasons, including the
different control architectures within
the diversity of equipment being
deployed in manufacturing today,
Jonathan Hartmann, president and
CEO of Nirrin Technologies, believes
that with new technologies and the
market demand for integrated control
in operations, the control aspects (for
full automation) will quickly catch up.
In addition, Hartmann observes
that for next-generation therapies in
particular, process analytics promise
to improve not only their therapeutic
potential and potency, which is often
predicated on the manufacturing process itself, but also the ability to assure
their safety through process consistency and control, as well as their cost
effectiveness through automation and
simplified manufacturing.

EXISTING TECH
HAS LIMITATIONS

With Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)
cell productivity routinely exceeding
titers of 10 g/L, Vanek notes that many
biologics manufacturers are looking to
address knock-on effects such as column fouling and protein aggregation.
“The ability to continuously monitor
downstream unit operations and operate under conditions that avoid prodwww.biopharminternational.com

uct yield losses, especially after affinity
and polishing steps when the value
of the product is at its highest, are of
extreme importance,” he comments.
Particularly for advanced therapies,
Vanek says that real-time monitoring
and control of critical quality attributes,
such as full capsid adeno-associated
virus productivity, can have a positive
and significant impact on product
potency, cost, and safety.
Most anal y tic al tec hnologies
employed today, however, are still used
in an offline manner, and results are
not available in real time, which causes
delays. Samples are removed from the
stream and submitted for testing with
results produced hours or days later.

The desire for
faster and
more flexible
analytical solutions
for downstream
processing is
driving innovation.

still time to take action in response. He
notes that connecting liquid chromatography (LC) or spectroscopy online
or inline will provide this capability.
“Using advanced analytical
approaches including machine learning,” adds Vanek, “will deliver data that
can identify process pitfalls and opportunities for improvement addressing
quality and yield, as well as set the
stage for predictive analytics that could
allow users to intervene or abort processes that are likely to produce out
of specification results.” Additionally,
real-time data collection and analysis
can be coupled to feedback controllers to enable automation and handsfree process management in the future,
contends Vanek.
While there are some inline sensor
technologies available on the market
today, Vanek laments that they can be
costly, slow, and/or complex, and often
measure surrogate events in the process that are then indirectly correlated
to the desired metric. It is important,
stresses Hartmann, to consider the
physical time needed to not only capture data, but also analyze and integrate the results of that analysis into
a real-time control instruction set, to
allow for process automation.

“With those techniques, immediate
DIGITAL INNOVATION AND
reaction on fractionation or in optimiz- ANALYTICAL ADVANCES NOW
ing yield and recovery is not possible; ESSENTIAL AND ENABLING
the approach today can be compared
The desire for faster and more flexito performing a post-mortem analysis,” ble analytical solutions for downstream
Vollmer explains. “Such delays preclude
processing is driving innovation. New
decision making to inform the next “Industry 4.0” digital capabilities will
round of experiments and slows overall
be essential before fully automated
development,” adds Verlenden.
feedback loops can be leveraged, accordAny reduction in this timeline
ing to Vollmer.
should speed development, according
One of the key challenges of existto Verlenden. “As biopharma moves
ing downstream-processing analytics,
to connected and continuous pro- Vanek observes, is the need to sample
cessing, the ability to monitor critical
product and analyze the material offquality attributes in real (or near-real)
line, as many of the on-line technoltime will further enable optimization
ogies measure only surrogate analytes
and streamline key decision points,” or cannot process the data in real-time.
he states. Vollmer agrees that the goal “As new applications are developed,
must be to get results when there is
or existing methodologies are being
November 2021
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adapted to on-line measurements, it
becomes easier to realize improvements in performance. In doing so,
integration of the data into manufacturing execution systems and process
chaining for continuous manufacturing,
together with increased automation,
become enabled,” he explains.
Advances in connected and continuous manufacturing, in particular, are
increasing expectations for rapid decision making, agrees Verlenden. “Success
in this area cannot be fully realized
without an advancement in analytics,” he observes. New robust analytical
equipment fully integrated into the process and specifically designed for this
purpose helps to facilitate adoption as
well, Vollmer agrees.

Advances, while
not numerous, are
being introduced
and demonstrating
their benefits.

Regulatory is also a key driver with
expanded data package requirements,
Verlenden says. Design-of-experiment
approaches, for instance, require additional analytical data in downstream-processing applications.
“In essence,” Verlenden states,
“improving analytics will allow for
shorter development cycles to enable
manufacturers to accelerate speed to
market and reduce costs, while in the
future, these analytics will enable the
transition to process control based on
critical quality attributes.”

IMPLEMENTATION
CHALLENGES STILL EXIST

As with the adoption of any new technology, the conservative nature of the
biopharmaceutical industry has led
to slower-than-desired action with
respect to the implementation of more
advanced analytics that can facilitate
24

downstream process optimization. “Our
industry tends to conservatively adopt
new technologies, and this continues to
slow down adoption,” says Verlenden.
There are other challenges as well.
“Inertia within the industry to switch,
primarily caused by regulatory constraints and the high cost of implementation, is a key hurdle,” Vollmer notes.
In addition, as analytical technologies
move from established off-line methods
to at-line or inline methods, there is
likely to be a period of decreased efficiency where, for instance, methods are
run both off-line and at-line or inline,
according to Verlenden.
“ While this duplication will be
a necessary step to realize the future
potential of at-line and inline analytical testing, it will require investment
and acceptance of this intermediate
inefficiency,” Verlenden comments.
Ultimately, however, Vollmer believes
that the pay-off will be lower-cost production and better drug quality.
Vanek is clear that implementing
new technologies into regulated manufacturing environments can introduce
many challenges, from data compatibility across legacy systems to methods re-validation and even respecifying
acceptance criteria for a product—all
of which can be regulatory headaches
or worse. “To make it worth the investment from a cost- and risk-perspective,
adopters of new technology have to
have confidence that the method will
be reproducible, reliable, and scalable,
with the added information providing significant advantages over existing
methods,” he explains.

SOME MOVEMENT
IS OCCURRING

Advances, while not numerous, are
being introduced and demonstrating
their benefits. Some downstream process innovations are being spurred by
upstream process improvements in conventional biologics manufacturing, such
as productivity increases and continuous manufacturing, according to Vanek.
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The demand is also increasing, he notes,
due to the broader array of biologics
being manufactured including plasmids,
RNA, and viral vectors; the physical
nature of these materials makes purification with conventional downstream
methods challenging.
“This diversity of products is one key
element driving innovation. Real-time
analysis using rapid methods and their
integration into existing workflows is
another innovation driver. Analysis
that addresses not only product quantity, but simultaneously product quality,
can be a real-time and cost-saver in the
steps towards releasing a therapeutic
product,” Vanek adds.

Design-of-experiment
approaches require
additional analytical
data in downstreamprocessing
applications.
Vollmer points to online LC, new
Raman spectroscopy solutions, and
new near-infrared (NIR) instruments
and LC/capillar y electrophoresis
(CE)-based analyzers that target very
specific single-attribute applications.
Implementation of Raman
spectroscopy for bioreactor feedback
control, Verlenden notes, is contributing
to increased efficiency, productivity,
and quality through inline analysis,
chemometric analysis, and feedback
control. One specific example is
MilliporeSigma’s Procellics Raman
Analyzer with Bio4C PAT Raman
Software, which currently enables
u p s t re a m s c i e n t i s t s t o d e l i ve r
harvest material with more highly
controlled quality attributes that
should,in turn, reduce downstream
purification challenges.
Contin. on page 31
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Considering a Coating Technology as
an Alternative to Silicone Oil
A coating technology for a staked needle prefillable syringe reduces
the potential risks associated with silicone oil as a lubricant.
JESSICA BASEGGIO, CHIARA CALLEGARI, AND ENRICO BARICHELLO

E

very pharmaceutical packaging solution faces a consistent and common trilogy of challenges: to safeguard
the patient’s safety, protect the efficacy of the drug,
and ensure smooth operation when integrated into a device.
Containers for injectable drug products—such as prefilled
syringes (PFS) and auto-injectors delivering high molecular
weight, protein-based drugs—face other specific challenges
related to the higher chemical sensitivity of these drugs, lower
stability in solution, and strong fluid dynamic characteristics
(i.e., high viscosity).

Leigh Prather/Stock.Adobe.com

POTENTIAL INTERACTIONS

Most parenteral packaging components require some
form of surface treatment or lubrication to improve their
processability and functionality, and silicones are used
in many pharmaceuticals and medical devices. Although
still regarded as an industry-standard solution, silicone
oil can present some unwelcome interactions with highly
sensitive drug formulations. One key consideration is
the integrity, safety, and stability of the formulation over
the product’s entire life, from filling to the expiration
www.biopharminternational.com

date. Specifically, silicone migration can generate the
accumulation of sub-visible particles, which may lead to
non-compliance with pharmacopoeias and potentially
registration failure as product safety and efficacy are
compromised. Unlike small molecules, high molecular
weight proteinaceous drugs demonstrate a propensity to
aggregate and generate hazardous particles.
In addition, a protein can adsorb at the silicone oil interface and lead over time to protein denaturation. Denatured
proteins are more prone to protein–protein interactions,
resulting in aggregation and increased immunogenicity.
Furthermore, excipients used in the formulation can have a
detrimental effect on different container materials and lubricants. For example, high pH buffers can induce glass delamination, and the interaction of silicone oil and surfactants can
lead to silicone oil-related subvisible particle release.
JESSICA BASEGGIO and CHIAR A CALLEGARI are research
laboratory analysts at SG Lab Analytics, Stevanato Group, and ENRICO
BARICHELLO is SG Alba Platform product manager, Stevanato Group,
enrico.barichello@stevanatogroup.com.
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As a consequence, there is a possible loss of therapeutic response and
changes in activity that could affect
drug efficacy and safety. Moreover, silicone droplet accumulation or migration may result in a higher reject rate
during final product release, which in
turn will have an impact on productivity and the total cost of ownership. The
performance of auto-injectors could
be compromised, as the most common
excipients used in parenteral formulations could interact with the silicone
oil, leading to variations in glide force
and an incomplete dose being
delivered. The probability of encountering silicone-related autoinjector failure increases with chemically
aggressive formulations.
Although the integrity of the silicone lubricant layer is essential for
syringe gliding and auto-injector performance, degradation over time can
become a significant barrier to drug
efficiency, and silicone particle migration may trigger an immune response
in the patient. The evolution of the
critical quality attributes for combination products has resulted in an
improvement in silicone lubrication
control and distribution. As the trend
towards more viscous drugs grows,
however, pharma and biotech partners are also investigating alternative
solutions in the context of use with
protein-based drugs.

FIGURES ARE COURTESY OF THE AUTHORS.

ALTERNATIVES TO SILICONE

Some work has been done to address the
use of silicone oil in prefilled syringes.
Some manufacturers have developed
syringes equipped with baked silicone;
however, baked-on technology is generally not compatible with staked needle
design, which is the standard for biologics. Silicone-free glass syringe technology has also been recently introduced as
a potential solution, although this may
require the development of specialty rubber plungers to optimize the gliding force.
Other options include minimizing silicone oil’s use, optimizing the coating
26

Figure 1. A conventional silicone oil coating is sprayed inside a container; a
crosslinked coating (SG Alba, Stevanto Group) is chemically bonded to the glass.

distribution profile, and transitioning to
plastic syringes (although silicone may
still be needed).
As illustrated in Figure 1, in a conventional silicone oil syringe, the silicone
oil is sprayed inside the container but is
not chemically bonded to the glass. In a
new coating technology (SG Alba platform, Stevanato Group), a cross-linked
silicone chain leads to improved layer
structure using covalent bonds, increasing
the connection force between the silicone
and glass while retaining lubrication performance. A thin, permanent silicone
coating is created.

STUDY RESULTS

A study has been developed in SG
Lab Analytics laboratories to compare the performance of a conventional sprayed-on silicone coating
and the cross-linked silicone coating.
Specifically, the focus was to illustrate
the main interdependencies between
the presence of an aggressive placebo
and silicone oil performance, the
change in glide force upon storage
time as a good indicator of real-time
stability, and that a pharmaceutical
placebo solution can be used to predict the functionality and stability of
filled syringes.
One-mL long syringes (SG EZ-Fill
Syringe, 29G ½-in. 5B TW configura-
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tion, Stevanato Group) were stored for
six months under static conditions at
40 °C/75% relative humidity, according to ICHQ1A(R2) guidelines (1).
Syringes coated with standard silicone
oil and SG Alba syringes were compared in this study. The filling solution was selected according to the
average excipient concentration commonly used by pharma companies; this
placebo solution includes an acetate buffer (1.3 mL) was used that
is known to induce a change in the
silicone layer distribution and affect
mechanical performance (2).
Before filling, a baseline measurement of the thickness of the silicone
layer of both coating technologies
was established. Using technology
based on the principles of white
light reflectometry and laser interferometry (RapID Layer Explorer,
Unchained Labs) for silicone layer
thickness and distribution measurement, it was established that SG Alba
presented a reduction in thickness of
approximately 30% compared to the
conventional coating.
The performed tests were aimed
to evaluate the gliding performance
(break-loose and glide force test with a
dynamometer), particle count according to United States Pharmacopeia (USP)
<787> (3), particle morphology (with
www.biopharminternational.com
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Figure 2. Break-loose performance of a prefilled syringe comparing a

coating. SG Alba also showed acceptable and predictable values over time.
The second study component measured mean gliding performance, as
shown in Figure 3. Glide force is
critical; if the syringe takes longer
than a maximum of 12 seconds to
dispense, the drug dose may not be
delivered fully into the patient. Indeed,
the optimal delivery time is around six
to seven seconds.
The crosslinked coating technology
showed constant mean glide values
over the duration of the stability study,
with lower variability than the standard silicone oil technology at each
time point. In addition, accelerated
stability stress and the pH of the placebo did not affect the gliding performance during the whole study.

crosslinked coating (SG Alba, Stevanato Group) to a conventional silicone
oil coating before and after aging.

PARTICLE COUNT

Total particle concentration is a key
consideration in establishing the safety
profile of the technology. Particle
count tests were conducted according
to USP <787>. Both coatings met the
USP <787> requirements at the applied
storage and testing conditions; however,
the crosslinked coating demonstrates an
almost four times reduction in particle
release and a minimum variation of the
average values over time, as measured
for particles greater than or equal to 10
µm and, as shown in Figure 4, greater
than or equal to 25 µm.

Figure 3. Gliding force in a prefilled syringe comparing a crosslinked coating (SG
Alba, Stevanato Group) to a conventional silicone oil coating before and after aging.

PARTICLE AND INNER
SURFACE MORPHOLOGY

micro-flow imaging), and inner surface
morphology (with differential interference contrast [DIC] microscopy).

GLIDING PERFORMANCE

The first study component required
accelerated stability testing after filling
www.biopharminternational.com

with the placebo to establish the breakloose performance (see Figure 2).
Both the silicone oil and SG Alba
demonstrated comparable break-loose
performance, with SG Alba presenting
a slightly higher increase of the force
attributable to the composition of the

Micro-flow imaging analysis was
applied to discriminate silicone oil
particles released by the inner coating
f rom other particles, both intrinsic
(e.g., rubber particles from the container closure system or glass shards)
and extrinsic (e.g., fibers and other
environment-related particles).
This test showed an approximately
80% reduction in the silicone oil particles released (in the size range of 10
to 25 µm) from the crosslinked coating compared to the standard silicone
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Figure 4. A crosslinked coating (SG Alba, Stevanato Group) shows a lower

number of particles than the conventional silicone oil alternative, with minimal
variation over time.

Figure 5. The chart compares the concentration of silicone oil particles

(in blue) released from the crosslinked SG Alba coating (left) and conventional
coating (right). Micro-flow imaging analysis was used to distinguish silicone
particles from other particles.

distribution in the standard syringes is
visibly affected over time.

CONCLUSION

Although traditional silicone oil technology has served the market well for
several years, the increased prominence
of biologic drugs, such as monoclonal
antibodies and recombinant proteins,
has necessitated the evolution of coating technologies that can adequately
ensure the safety of the patient, the
efficacy of the drug, and the smooth
operation when integrated in a device.
To that end, improved coating technologies are critical to ensuring pharma
partners and patients can maximize the
benefit of the new and emerging therapies in applications such as ophthalmic
in 0.5-mL or 1-mL syringes and subcutaneous injections in both 1-mL and
2.25-mL syringes.
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oil treatment, as shown in Figure 5.
Similarly, at a size range of particles
from 25 to 100 µm, a lower amount of
silicone oil particles were released in the
solution from the crosslinked coating
than the standard silicone oil treatment.
28

The final component of the study
was an inner surface inspection of both
treated syringes using DIC microscopy.
The typical morphology of the SG
Alba coating does not undergo critical variations, whereas the silicone oil
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Single-Use Systems Enhance Flexibility
Disposable equipment components find use in
small-volume aseptic biopharmaceutical manufacturing.
JENNIFER MARKARIAN

Bill Gallery/Stock.Adobe.com

S

ingle-use systems (SUS) are increasingly used as an
alternative to stainless-steel equipment for biopharmaceutical manufacturing processes. These polymeric
systems can be replaced rather than cleaned between different
products, which increases flexibility and reduces cleaning
costs. Speed to market, scalability, and flexibility are the key
drivers for using SUS, says Nick Johnson, director of biopharmaceutical product management for CPC (Colder Products
Company), which develops and manufactures couplings, fittings, and connectors for plastic tubing used in single-use
components and systems. He points out that facilities are
capacity constrained, and that SUS enable biopharmaceutical
manufacturers to make the most of their existing space.
“Purpose-built single-use systems can be optimized for the
targeted processes so they’re ready to be deployed when needed,”
says Johnson. “With SUS, the production suite can be changed
over quickly to accommodate the next process. Part of that efficiency comes from eliminating downtime between production
runs because SUS don’t require cleaning or equipment requalification in between batches. The ability of SUS to eliminate the
risk of cross-contamination between processes is huge, too.”
BioPharm International spoke to Johnson about trends and
best practices in using SUS for biopharmaceutical development and manufacturing.

www.biopharminternational.com

TRENDS

BioPharm: What do you see as trends in SUS in biopharmaceutical development and in commercial manufacturing?
Johnson (CPC): There’s no question that demand for single-use systems continues to grow. About 90% of respondents
in the Report and Survey of Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing
Capacity and Production use single-use devices in some development and manufacturing phase (1).
The flexibility SUS provide is a primary driver. A biomanufacturer can use one manufacturing space to process multiple
drugs simultaneously or make rapid equipment changeovers
between production runs without compromising sterility.
Modular, ready-to-use single-use bioprocess equipment makes
the flexibility possible. As a result, contract development and
manufacturing organizations, contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs), and biopharma companies are adopting and
deploying SUS at a rapid pace.
Most new and upgraded facilities are incorporating single-use
bioprocess equipment. We’re seeing interest in moving away from
stainless steel as the equipment ages and requires replacement.
Also, for organizations building new facilities, the length of time
from groundbreaking to a qualified facility using stainless steel
can be approximately five to seven years. In contrast, a SUS-based
facility might take two to three years.
November 2021
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As with any system, manufacturers
look to optimize efficiency. SUS is no
exception. There’s a push to standardize
on single-use technologies across CMOs
and within biopharma companies’ various
sites. The drive to standardization starts
with the components purchased from
SUS equipment suppliers. To streamline
processes, you need the same equipment,
the same standard operating procedures
(SOPs), and a shared supply chain. It
makes a lot of sense from an efficiency
standpoint, so you can expect more interest in this approach.
The industry also continues to explore
continuous processing and automatic processes, taking advantage of automation
and robotics. SUS components will need
to work in automated equipment as the
industry moves away from reliance on
operators—a big change.
The number one concern across
the market is supply-chain assurance.
With COVID-19, there has been significant disruption in everything from
obtaining raw materials used to create
components to the ability to ship sterilized equipment in a timely way. This
isn’t exclusive to SUS, but it’s had an
impact throughout the supply chain.
Of course, facilities have prioritized
vaccine production, which has a had a
ripple effect on other drug production.
That’s where you can really appreciate
the value of SUS for quick changeovers
and facility optimization.
BioPharm: How are SUS sterilized,
and are there any particular considerations for types of sterilization and types
of materials?
Johnson (CPC): Some drug manufacturers build their own equipment
in-house, which is then typically sterilized via an autoclave process within their
own manufacturing environment. The
majority of single-use process equipment
is manufactured into a closed system by
an original equipment manufacturer/system integrator, then gamma irradiated.
The sterilized assembly is then supplied
to the drug manufacturer or CMO in a
ready-to-use state.
30

This trend has strained the gamma
irradiation market, though, which has less
flexibility to qualify new capacity quickly
because gamma processing is highly
regulated. Due to this capacity crunch
and associated backlog, the industry is
seriously evaluating X-ray sterilization
as an alternative to gamma irradiation.
Organizations such as the BioPhorum
Operation Group and the Bio-Process
Systems Alliance are working to characterize the risks and equivalency of the
sterilization types. There’s widespread recognition that viable options are needed
to avoid future supply disruptions due to
sterilization capacity limitations.

BEST PRACTICES FOR SMALLVOLUME MANUFACTURING

BioPharm: What are the important
considerations for SUS in small-volume production?
Johnson (CPC): The first thing to
note is the increase in small-volume
(< 10 L) biopharmaceutical processes.
There’s a growing number of companies engaged in small-volume processes.
A 2021 report from the Alliance for
Regenerative Medicine (ARM) states
that there are now 1195 cell, gene, and
tissue-based therapy developers worldwide (2). You’ll see very small volumes
in cell therapy, for example, where
cell availability is limited or media is
expensive, and in the development of
small-batch autologous therapies. In
general, there’s an increase in early-stage drug development, which
involves small-volume benchtop
research and development processing.
R&D processes need to be reliable
and efficient. Yield protection is critical in autologous therapy development.
Single-use aseptic closed systems support these goals.
Historically, few convenient options
have existed to facilitate sterile processing at small volumes. Biosafety
cabinets can only handle a limited
number of processes at one time. Tube
welding, an older method of creating a
closed aseptic system, is labor intensive
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and the equipment is expensive—easily $15,000 or more per welder—and
it takes up valuable space in a cleanroom. Small companies with limited
resources may not have the capital to
purchase tube welders, so SUS assemblies are a solution for them.
The industry is catching up in creating SUS components specifically for
small-bore tubing in small-volume
work, in applications such as sampling,
seed train expansion, analytical processing, buffer/media transfers, and
early cell-culture processes involving
shaker flasks and rocker tables. Until
recently, tube welding was the only
option for creating sterile closed systems at small volumes.
Successful tube welding requires good
operator technique and can involve a
dozen steps or more, while aseptic connections with new micro connectors can
be completed in three steps and up to
four times faster than an operator using
tube welding (3). Operators using tube
welders have to maneuver the tube welder
into position, deal with equipment maintenance, and follow a precise technique
to create a successful weld. SUS aseptic
connectors help biomanufacturers avoid
the risks of faulty welds, welder breakdowns, or production delays due to weld
equipment downtime.
BioPharm: What would be the
benefits and challenges of standardizing SUS for small-volume processing?
Johnson (CPC): The challenges of
standardizing lie in part with current
practice. Microtiter plates and shaker
flasks are still widely used in early bioprocesses because they’re low cost and
easy to handle, but the processes are
difficult to control and monitor. Users
are trying miniature bioreactors to
better mimic the function and fluid
dynamic of larger bioreactors used
during scale up.
The benefits of standardizing SUS for
small-volume processes are similar to the
benefits at any scale. Modular system
designs allow flexibility across multiple processes. Standardization supports
www.biopharminternational.com
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system/SKU rationalization. It can also
avoid the waste that occurs when less frequently used system components expire
before they can be deployed.
Standardization streamlines operator training, SOP creation, and tech
transfer across multiple sites within an
organization. And in terms of scalability, if you apply SUS from the outset,
it’s easier to move into the next phases
of production with the same approach
and equipment.
BioPharm: What are some best
practices for scale up f rom lab to
small-volume scale?
Johnson (CPC): Whenever possible, keep processing steps as simple
as possible. Use intuitive technologies.
Reduce the number of steps to help
increase the likelihood of higher yield.
Simpler, proven processes early on may
ultimately aid in easier manufacturing
during scale-up.
It’s also important to remember that
just because the technology works in the

lab doesn’t mean it’s right for commercial
production. In manufacturing, labor costs
may exceed the cost of supplies in certain
situations. Generally, the opposite is true
in the laboratory. The best process in the
lab, where the time required is not necessarily a critical factor, may not be the
most efficient process in the plant.
From a materials standpoint, ensure
that the materials specified in SUS
assemblies stand up to your critical processing needs. Today, many high-performance polymers, elastomers, and other
materials are available for use. Select
those optimized for your applications.
Also, choose technologies that have
robust supporting qualification packages,
which saves time.

Downstream Processing
— Contin. from page 24

rework or a deviation could be corrected
downstream within identified parameters to meet process purity goals. This
type of approach would represent a fundamental change in how we develop and
manufacture biologics,” he adds.
Agilent is focused on the development of online-LC solutions because
this technology offers significant
versatility, according to Vollmer.
“Online LC is a ver y promising
technology since it has the power to
analyze multiple process and product-related attributes. W ith LC,
it is possible to measure a multitude
of parameters and get high-quality
data from the analysis. LC is also a
technology widely used and wellknown in the pharma industry, and it
can be connected to a variety of different detectors that provides different
angles of insight,” he explains.
The key to successful online LC,
Vollmer stresses, is to develop analytical
instrumentation that seamlessly plugs into
the overall process software environment.

“Eventually this technology should
be useful for streamlining future adoption of Raman and other spectroscopic
techniques for monitoring critical quality attributes such as concentration,
aggregates, and formulation composition,” Verlenden believes.

MORE ADVANCES
ON THE WAY

Other technologies are under development with the goal of moving analytics
from offline to at-line and online and
enabling the monitoring of not just critical process parameters but also critical
quality attributes.
“Process control based on critical
quality attributes will provide additional
degrees of freedom that are not possible
today,” observes Verlenden. “For example, if aggregate levels could be monitored in real time, an excursion early
in the process that today would require
www.biopharminternational.com

OUTLOOK FOR SUS

BioPharm: What do you predict for
the future of SUS in bioprocessing,
and in small-volume lines in particular?
Johnson (CPC): Automated single-use bioprocessing will become more

common. SUS will support continuous
manufacturing in upstream and downstream processing. We’re already seeing
this happen with autologous therapy’s
low-volume batches and with monoclonal antibodies. There’s been tremendous
growth in the number of processes that
involve small volumes. Greater adoption
of SUS equipment by existing organizations as well as innovations from suppliers will continue to drive technological
advancements in manufacturing systems
and processes. We expect that biopharma,
cell therapy, and gene therapy newcomers also will adopt single-use technology
because it enables efficiencies in both
R&D and commercialization timelines.
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Nirrin Technologies, meanwhile, utilizes the strengths of NIR, including rapid
reliable results with a very high dynamic
range, by combining new sensor deployment designs with novel laser technology,
contends Hartmann.

HOPING FOR EVEN MORE

While many of these developments are
still in the early stages, scientist involved
in the development of analytical solutions
for downstream processing continue to
set their sights well beyond what might be
possible in the near term.
For instance, Vollmer would like to
see the introduction of online LC-mass
spectrometry (MS) technologies for
downstream processing applications.
“Online LC/MS would provide an additional layer of insight into the process,”
he says. First, however, simplification
and user friendliness must be improved
for MS so that operators working on
downstream processing lines who may
not be analytical experts can operate
these platforms with ease. ◆
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Redefining Contamination
Control for CGTs
The need for improved analytics grows.

T

o date, the industry struggles to detect and classify contaminants in cell and gene therapies (CGTs). Key contaminants found within CGT therapies include—but are
not limited to—bacteria, mycoplasma, viral, peptides/proteins,
cytokines, growth factors, antibiotics, beads, serum, dead cells,
unwanted mammalian cells, non-viable particulates, endotoxins,
pyrogens, and bioburden. The lack of standards surrounding
many of the potential contaminants is largely due to the novel
nature in which these components are being utilized, according
to a PLOS One article (1). In addition, the lack of standards for
CGT comes from the naivety of the industry, with prior drugs
often using endpoint sterilization as a highly successful method
to reduce the contamination risk, especially in the pharmaceutical industry. This leaves the burden, or potential opportunity,
for the CGT developer to develop their own analytical method
based on knowledge and risk within their individual therapies.
As a result, detecting any contamination in the final product
after the therapy has been produced leads to high manufacturing failure rates and increases in manufacturing costs.
Unfortunately, sterilization methods cannot be adopted
for the final product in CGT due to the living nature of the
product. Sterilization by filtration, heat, radiation, or chemical
32
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would render the product ineffectual. Therefore, manufacturing requires highly controlled environments to limit the contamination risk. However, even with all these controls, there
remains a high chance of contamination, no more than from
entry to the cleanroom of personnel and materials (2,3). As a
result of this risk, regulators are adamant about the use of good
manufacturing practices (GMPs) as stated in 21 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Parts 210 and 211. Even with GMPs in
place, there are many causes of contamination and, as such,
there remains an expectation that final product testing for contamination is conducted on every batch due to the potentially
fatal consequence of administering a contaminated product.
Perhaps the greatest impediment to analytics used for
contamination in the CGT industry is directly tied to the
time and limited throughput of release assays, closely followed by their highly manual and laborious nature. The
standard reference techniques (e.g., United States Pharmacopeia
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[USP] <71> 14-day test for sterility,
USP <63> 28-day test for mycoplasma)
are designed for the pharmaceutical industry where large batch sizes
and freedom of time allow for them
(4,5). Some rapid microbial methods
(RMMs) for sterility exist (BACTEC
and BacT/ALERT), but detection can
take five to seven days. Furthermore,
RMMs require extensive validation (6).
In addition, standard reference techniques were developed for products
where any living cell is often considered a contaminant. The final product
is a living product, and yet there is a
need to characterize and differentiate
between the desired living cells (such as
T-cells and Haematopoietic cells) from
the unwanted living component (such
as bacteria and fungi). Especially for
autologous therapies, such as chimeric
antigen receptor T cells (CAR T), it is
necessary to test every individual batch
that is produced, each of which is of
limited volume, and critically time is of
the utmost essence for delivery of the
therapy back to the patient.
A paper published by the BioPhorum
Operations Group highlighted the
impediment in time-to-result as being
one of the main areas of dissatisfaction of
current GMP release tests across a survey of biopharmaceutical end-users (3).
Further, to deliver required treatments to
the number of patients awaiting therapies,
scaling out in parallel to have many different and unique batch products is essential.
For the CGT industry, the most likely target for overcoming this current roadblock
is through technological innovations.
Beyond microbial contamination,
non-viable particulates can be shed from
any number of raw materials or be present in raw materials as manufacturing
by-products. Therefore, particulate identification must be built into development
work to inform testing methods and timing. Standard nonviable particulate testing for injectable biologics is achieved
through light microscopy, USP <788>,
although the technique is extremely manual, tedious, and subjective (7). In addiwww.biopharminternational.com

tion, all therapy products themselves are
formed from particulates (e.g., cells and
protein clusters). As such, determining
undesirable particulates from the therapeutic product remains a challenge.
Once particulates are detected, identification of material can be accomplished
through scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and/or Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy—both destructive methods
that require highly skilled analysts. These
destructive tests lead to, in the case of
autologous therapies, a patient not receiving their therapeutic.

Detecting any
contamination in
the final product
after the therapy
has been produced
leads to high
manufacturing failure
rates and increases
in manufacturing
costs.
MEASURING CONTAMINATION
IN THERAPIES

The lack of standards for many possible
contaminates also offers an opportunity
for new advances in technology to play
a significant role in ensuring the safety
of therapeutics. As analytical power and
capabilities have advanced, more attention
is being focused to apply new techniques
to address this quality control bottleneck.
One logical approach is through molecular analytical methodologies for microbial
contamination detection. The majority
of these take a polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) approach, where detection can
be achieved at high levels of sensitivity
and in relatively short assay periods (3).

PCR analysis is not without limitation, as
high levels of intra- and inter-laboratory
variability in these assays pose a problem
for comparative analyses. Digital droplet
PCR (ddPCR) is also an extension technology of growing interest in CGT analytics. ddPCR can show higher sensitivity
and accuracy in detecting pathogen load,
and thus could provide an advantage over
more traditional RT qPCR assays (8).
One area of notable mention is the
focus on next-generation sequencing
(NGS) for contamination tracing. In its
role of bridging burgeoning technologies to solve industry challenges, the Cell
and Gene Therapy Catapult partnered
with a major cell therapy developer and
a technology provider to collaborate
on a multi-year project with a focus to
develop novel rapid sterility tests for
CGTs. This was focused on sequencing
of target DNA and the use of highly sensitive digital PCR capable of detecting
contamination to a single copy number,
ideally also discriminating between live
and dead microbes (6). In an article published in BioRxiv, experts have reported
on the development of a sterility assay
based around NGS and its application to
testing in mammalian culture samples (9).
Beyond the traditional approaches
described above, there remains a great
desire to shorten overall test time, limit
necessary sampling burden, and also
apply quality-by-design (QbD) principles to contamination testing such that
monitoring can be done more regularly
throughout CGT manufacture—rather
than waiting on the testing result for
the final product. Advancement in technologies is enabling new methods for
assay development. One such is microfluidics, which has shown incredible
versatility in control and application to
diagnostic platforms in recent decades.
An article in SLAS Technology described
a microfluidic separation and detection
system for rapid microbiological screening which can be applied directly on
mammalian cell samples (10).
In terms of non-viable particulates, if
development work can be done to under-
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stand typical particulate sources during
the manufacturing process, non-viable
particulate testing could theoretically be moved to in-process to either
replace or inform final product testing.
Flow imaging may be a viable method,
although product-specific algorithms
may be needed depending on the cell
product type (11). Alternatively, current cartridge-based cell counters or
flow cytometers could be configured
to distinguish particulates from cells.

The lack of
standards for
many possible
contaminates also
offers an opportunity
for new advances in
technology to play
a significant role in
ensuring the safety of
therapeutics.
Although each of the discussed
approaches to contamination identification holds great promise to simplify and reduce quality control (QC)
burden, realizing these analytical capabilities in the CGT space remains a
challenge. Certainly, at a commercial
manufacturing level, there is still a
heavy reliance on methods that will
be ineffective to meet the growing
demands of the industry. These therapies have very unique testing challenges,
and the time to result is especially critical (12). The ability to move testing
upstream is an approach that alleviates time delays with inline sensing to
provide real-time detection—another
advancement that, to date, is not technologically possible. Around these
34

approaches, the use of automation
can considerably alleviate timelines of
CFR/USP compendial test methods,
along with enhancing any upcoming
technology (12,13). The application of
developing techniques and novel technologies has also facilitated massive
strides forward, and as new technology comes to market, it is likely more
specific solutions tailored for the CGT
industry will be developed. However,
these are no small factors in evaluating
new analytics for QC release.
The ability to successfully measure
contaminants in the final product is
crucial to ensure safe products reach
patients, but it feels more like a bandage than a solution. The primary aim
of QbD is to reduce the likelihood of
contamination throughout the process,
rather than evaluate the final product,
although in CGT it is likely both situations will occur, reducing and final
product testing.

contamination issues such as those
from raw materials or consumables.

MINIMIZING CONTAMINATION
IN THERAPIES

For this, CGT developers need
to work closer with vendors of such
supplies to satisfy quality requirements. Sterility has and needs to be
of utmost necessity. But other critical
material attributes (non-viable particulates, pyrogens, bioburden specifications) expected from vendors should
be defined. The current burden of cost,
time, and accuracy for therapies is easier on raw materials, often manufactured in large lots, spreading the cost
of testing across many products, along
with longer stability times as to not
create supply challenges. Only through
demanding this f rom raw material
suppliers can the end-to-end contamination risks be further minimized.
Even with full automation, process
closure, and contamination specification on raw materials, there will
always be the need to further reduce
any risk of contamination during the
entire manufacturing process. There
will remain the need for contamination testing, but moving the testing
upstream alleviates some of the cur-

Measuring for contamination ensures
the safety of drug products, but any
positive results (whether true or not)
lead to manufacturing failure as well
as failure to treat patients. Flipping
the model suggests that we need to
design an industry where contamination is minimized even before manufacturing begins. The growing shift
from open manufacturing systems to
closed platforms revolutionizes the
approach. By moving to a (successful) fully closed system, by definition,
would ensure no environmental exposure to the therapy—thereby removing
one of the largest sources of contamination. However, this is just one driver
for moving toward closed systems, as
a reduction in environmental costs
due to lower grade facilities, but also
implementation of automation is easier for a closed system. For this reason, more often than not, closed and
automated systems are used in combination. But this does not solve other
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Even with full
automation, process
closure, and
contamination
specification on
raw materials,
further reducing
contamination risks
during the entire
manufacturing
process is needed.
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rent challenges on CGT manufacturing. These analytical methods continue
to take massive strides forward. By
increasing control and implementing
QbD principles, efforts can be made
to reduce the overall burden of analytical release testing on products. For
required QC results, faster, more efficient, and cheaper techniques can be
sought out, which can be automated to
a large extent and remove much of the
highly skilled labor costs. Additionally,
through adoption of new assay methodologies, solutions may emerge which
provide much higher levels of sensitivity and accuracy for contamination
detection, which ultimately increase
assurances around product safety—and
ultimately patient safety as well.
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Biopharma Industry is Seeing
Merit in Early Preclinical Strategies
The biopharma industry is seeing more merit in strategizing clinical
and commercial drug development as early as the preclinical phase.

T

here is a strong inclination in the biopharmaceutical
industry today to begin key drug development tasks
early on in the drug development lifecycle. In some cases,
clinical and commercial manufacturing discussions begin as early
as the preclinical phase. Preclinical strategies can be used to facilitate and improve drug development timelines and outcomes for
biologics. Securing expertise in preclinical studies is an important
aspect of optimizing the commercial potential for a biologic.

KEY PRECLINICAL TASKS

At the fundamental level, preclinical studies need to prepare drug development programs with clinical trials in mind,
according to Armin Spura, PhD, CEO of Crown Bioscience.
Preclinical studies aim to inform trial design and satisfy
regulatory requirements for regulatory filings, such as an
investigational new drug or clinical trial application. It is
therefore essential that preclinical trials inform candidate
selection to ensure that one’s strongest program goes into
clinical trials. The data should also generate documentation
for a comprehensive safety profile, including robust toxicology
data, and provide enough pharmacokinetic and pharmaco36
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dynamic information to inform optimal dosage, in terms of
both potency and timing. Finally, preclinical data must also
prepare the selected drug development program for clinical
manufacturing with chemistry, manufacturing, and controls
information, Spura asserts.
“Beyond these key tasks, in today’s era of drug discovery
and development, robust preclinical studies also offer your
program the greatest chance of success by identifying and
defining programs with the greatest potential benefit for
patients, or by identifying patients most likely to benefit from
a particular candidate,” Spura says.
The key outcomes of preclinical studies are to determine
target identification, efficacy, mechanism of action (MoA), and
to some extent toxicity/safety, says Matthew M. Hewitt, PhD,
senior director, Scientific Services Cell and Gene Therapy,
Charles River Laboratories. Hewitt explains that, typically, target identification, efficacy, and MoA can be initially confirmed
using in-vitro studies. During late preclinical in-vivo studies,
research models are used to assess efficacy as well as address
safety questions. “In many research models, efficacy is many
times overestimated, and safety is hard to evaluate. This is due
www.biopharminternational.com
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to the imperfect nature of these models and their current inability to predict
clinical outcomes in patients,” he states.

STRATEGIZING EARLY

It can be beneficial to start strategizing
clinical and commercial development
tasks early on as well. “We are seeing this
type of strategizing in the cell and gene
therapy (CGT) space,” says Hewitt. The
primary reason for this early strategizing
in CGT involves the timeline to clinic
and potentially compressed commercialization timeframe of CGT compared to
traditional therapeutics.
“In gene therapy, commercialization
can be attained in as little as two years,
and in three to five years for cell therapies,
so a viable clinical and commercial strategy must be mapped out earlier in the
development process,” Hewitt explains.
Key to this is the ability to scale-up a
therapeutic’s manufacturing process from
one suitable for preclinical work to one
able to operate within a certified current
good manufacturing practices environment. This is coupled with defining a
robust, consistent manufacturing process
and analytical assays to ensure a smooth
transition from preclinical to clinical to
commercial, Hewitt adds.
“It is imperative to take advantage
of every facet of drug development for
which we can reasonably optimize the
quality and speed to move the candidate programs forward, and improve
their chances for success in the clinic,”
says Spura.
It is therefore essential to start planning as early as possible for the long-term
needs of one’s program, especially given
recent pressures on supply chain materials and labor, as well as manufacturing
capacity, to ensure the program doesn’t
experience avoidable logistical delays.
“These needs are heightened in particular
if your program is novel, specialized, or
leverages advanced technologies that are
rare in the industry,” Spura states.
“We have long been working through
the balance of providing enough time
to adequately plan for and execute
www.biopharminternational.com

clinical development and commercial
launch, alongside the realities of limited
resources,” Spura adds. Starting with
a preclinical program that increases
response predictability in human populations, or better defines human patient
characteristics in which a drug candidate
is more likely to be viable, shifts this balance. Having advanced preclinical results
could also support expanded investment
to secure materials, capacity, and the
workforce to translate the science into a
solution for patients.

OUTSOURCED SUPPORT

Outsourcing preclinical studies or
partnering on them is an important
strategy, particularly for small firms
with little experience in dealing with
the regulatory pathways for drug
approval or little experience in commercializing a therapeutic.
“One of the major advantages of outsourcing drug discovery is access to specialized technology and expertise that
can ultimately help advance stronger
programs into the clinic. Drug development has an extremely high attrition rate.
But we know that better information on,
and characterization of, your preclinical
program can put you in a much stronger
position to identify patients and design
the clinical program, ideally suited for
your drug candidate,” Spura explains.
Generally, outsourcing enables therapeutic developers to operate more
efficiently, especially if they are a small
startup with multiple pipeline products,
says Hewitt. Hewitt finds this to be
especially true if specialized assays and/or
research models are needed to advance
programs. “We are seeing this more and
more in the cell and gene therapy space
where specialized analytical methods
(i.e., identity and potency assays) and/or
models (i.e., Crigler Najjar animal models) are required,” he states.
Hewitt points out that there are two
primary types of preclinical studies to
outsource, in-vitro and in-vivo preclinical studies. The key benefits to outsourcing these studies include removing the

need for large numbers of employees
(particularly to support in-vivo studies)
as well as building/maintaining large
research facilities. “This is especially
critical for startups in large biotech
clusters where space, particularly for
in-vivo studies, is at a premium (think
Boston, San Francisco, Seattle, etc).
Outsourcing enables startups to operate more-or-less virtually, extending
their funding runways to reach a program and/or company value inflection
point,” Hewitt explains.
Once that value inflection point
is reached, startups can make better
informed decisions about whether to
build out internal preclinical capabilities, Hewitt adds. Additionally, therapeutic developers can take advantage of
other capabilities with an outsourcing
partner, such as process scale-up, optimization, analytical development, and
qualification. “The primary challenge
to outsourcing is losing control of
quality and timeline. Generally, quality
and timeline are linked in that preclinical service providers may require time
to master unique assays and models for
studies. These are generally challenges
which can be mitigated by interviewing then choosing the a preclinical
partner with the appropriate experience,” Hewitt says.
“Solving the challenges in preclinical research are what dedicated contract
research organization (CRO) teams do
all day every day,” Spura adds. “A broad
range of specialized technologies are
often easier for CROs to identify, develop,
and match with sponsor programs.”
Capacity issues are also a key challenge
today with the life sciences sector experiencing strong growth right now, Spura
emphasizes. This type of growth can
cause bottlenecks. Furthermore, the initial investment in preclinical work can be
substantial; however, if a drug developer
is using novel technologies and leveraging
a partner’s expertise to help improve the
predictability of the drug candidate, then
the investment pays itself off multiple
times over in the long run, Spura states. ◆
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Visual Inspection: Seeing Room
for Improvement?
Automatic visual inspection machines and artificial intelligence
highlight inspection deficits for parenteral containers and units.
MEG RIVERS
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automatically rejected. The processing unit generally uses
algorithms to determine compliance.”
The best visual inspection is non-destructive and inspects
every manufactured product, Luisari adds. In addition, visual
inspection can be either manual or automatic:
• Manual visual inspection: Performed by one or more
trained operators following strict procedures.
• AVI: A machine performs the same tests done by
manual operators. However, these machines often
have equal or better performance in terms of detecting
defects, false rejects, and speed.

VISUAL INSPECTION INSTALLATION

Compared to manual systems, AVIs are usually installed
before labeling and packaging, according to Luisari.
“AVI systems are installed end-of-line, typically before labeling
and packaging in order to have the products as close as possible
to end-user conditions but with the greatest amount of uncovered surface to facilitate a complete inspection of the product,”
says Luisari. “Infeed and outfeed for AVI machines can be completely in-line, either belt-to-belt or by means of infeed and/or
www.biopharminternational.com
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s a mandatory practice for injectable drug products by both FDA and the European Medicines
Agency to ensure patient safety, visual inspection
identifies and rejects parenteral containers and units with
defects that have the potential to impact quality. According
to engineer Davide Luisari, design manager with Bonfiglioli
Engineering S.r.l., automatic visual inspection (AVI) is especially effective for the quality control of vials, glass bottles,
pre-filled syringes, and blow-fill-seal containers. Specifically,
visual inspection detects cosmetic defects—such as scratches,
inclusions, and dents—in a container as well as evaluates the
color, fill level, and identifies the presence of foreign particles
within the drug product. The latter is the most critical benefit to ensure the safety of the end user/patient.
“[AVI machines use] a system of high-resolution cameras,
illuminators, and computers that receive and process data
to record a series of images of the product, photographed
in 360° and in motion. Specialized software identifies any
defects in the container and any particles or contaminants
in the product,” says Luisari. “Products are classified as conforming or non-conforming; non-conforming packages are

Quality/Regulations

outfeed trays. Products can be loaded and
unloaded manually or automatically.”
For the visual inspection process to best
be incorporated into manufacturing, John
Shabushnig, principal consultant, Insight
Pharma Consulting, LLC, shares that
identifying particle types early is key. This
identification aids in reducing the inherent particle load in the formulation.
Shabushnig says, “This carries into
manufacturing with similar goals to identify and reduce sources of particle contamination. Visual inspection further supports
stability studies during development and
routine manufacture to assure the product
and process function as intended.”

VISUAL INSPECTION
GUIDELINES

According to Shabushnig, the guidelines for visual inspection in the United
States, Europe, and Japan are as follows:
• United States: United States
Pharmacopeia (USP) G enera l

benchmarking of current inspection practices and results,” Shabushnig adds.
“USP <1790> sets out guidelines for
the inspection of injectable materials for
visible particles. The acceptance criteria
described are based on a Knapp Test,”
Luisari says. “This is a detailed test carried out to ensure that automated inspection is similar to manual inspection. The
acceptance criteria for a successful Knapp
Test requires the AVI to identify defective
products at a rate equal to, or higher than,
what human inspectors can identify in a
fixed period of time in a controlled (light
and background) environment.”
But how manufacturers define a “normal production line” significantly impacts
the visual inspection process, according
to Luisari—adding that there is a direct
connection between the ability to detect
a specific defect and the product features.
As such, Luisari says it’s essential for manufacturers to first perform an adequate
risk analysis when defining their product.

Chapter <790> Visible Particulates
in Injections and the supporting
information chapter USP <1790>
Visual Inspection of Injections.
• Europe: European Pharmacopoeia
(Ph. Eur.) 2.9. 20 Pa r ticu late
Contamination: Visible Particles
and the information chapter 5.17.2
Recommendations on Testing of
Particulate Contamination: Visible
Particles.
• Japan: Japanese Pharmacopoeia 6.06
Foreign Insoluble Matter Test for
Injections, which aligns with the
manual inspection conditions found
in the USP and Ph. Eur.
“I would also add the Parenteral Drug
Association (PDA) Technical Report 79:
Particulate Matter Control in Difficult to
Inspect Parenterals and PDA Survey: 2014
Visual Inspection as good references on
supplemental inspection methods often
useful for drug formulations encountered
in the biopharmaceutical field as well as
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BEST PRACTICES AND
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

When it comes to best practices,
Shabushnig recommends manufacturers
drive process improvement by using particle characterization and identification
information. It would be ideal if particles never entered the filled containers
(rather than requiring inspection after
filling), as proactive prevention is more
reliable and can reduce cost as compared
to reactive prevention. Shabushnig adds
that this applies to container and closure
defects as well.

Meticulous upfront
design and
planning can
significantly impact
the visual inspection
of injectable
drug products.

Moreover, advances in artificial
intelligence (AI) and deep learning—
according to Shabushnig—may allow
AVI to better detect defects and have
a reduction in false rejects from automated systems.
“The application of AI is increasing
day by day, including visual inspection
for pharmaceutical products. It is particularly beneficial to apply neural networks to visual inspection because the
testing machine ‘learns’ from its mistakes, becoming more precise and reliable over time,” says Luisari. “Bonfiglioli
Engineering utilizes neural networks
and AI for the most challenging AVI
applications, such as detecting defects
in lyo cakes [lyophilization cakes] or
finding cosmetic defects on a container. Over time, AI analysis refines
the definition of ‘acceptable’ and ‘defective’ products, to generate an improved
‘defects directory’ and deliver better
more refined results.”
40

The challenge, according to Luisari,
is to continuously research advances in
software and hardware, which are technologies that are constantly changing
and improving.
“[I]t’s essential to be able to create the
best conditions for product handling and
lighting/optical setup, to fully emphasize the product features that facilitate
the neural networks’ operation in defining
a compliant or non-compliant product:
there is no visual system in the world that
can identify an unseen defect,” says Luisari.

PAIN POINTS AND
MISCONCEPTIONS

When asked about key problem areas,
Luisari shares that many manufacturers
have incorporated multiple testing methods—each of which provides different
product integrity information—into
their production processes. With multiple testing methods in place for a single
drug product, the reliability of the results
increases, which then leads to better quality assurance. However, the more testing
methods that are in place means the more
manufacturers must juggle, specifically
additional overhead for installation, operation, and maintenance.
“While combining different test methods increases the precision and reliability
of the results, it also presents challenges
with regard to space, cost, and efficiency,”
says Luisari. “These challenges can be met
by combined machines that perform different types of tests in a single automated
process. A combined testing machine for
pharmaceutical products offers numerous advantages over traditional solutions, including space and cost savings
and improved handling, as well as overall
operational efficiencies.”
But when it comes to misconceptions
for visual inspections, Shabushnig believes
that one of the most common misconceptions is the belief that visual inspection
assures one-hundred percent removal of
all visible defects from a given batch.
“Visual inspection, human or machinebased, is probabilistic and many defects
will not achieve 100% probability of
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detection. Defect size, shape, color, and
location have significant influence on
detection probability,” says Shabushnig.
“I would also add that many consider
inspection to be primarily concerned with
visible particles. A wholistic approach,
including the primary container and closure, is also needed to address the full
range of defects of greatest concern.”

Neither AVIs
nor manual
inspections achieve
100% probability
of detection.

WHAT MANUFACTURERS
SHOULD KNOW

No process or practice in manufacturing is error-proof nor does it guarantee
a particular result. However, meticulous
upfront design and planning can significantly impact the visual inspection of
injectable drug products.
“While the inspection process is not
perfect, a well-designed and operated
inspection program provides valuable
information on the performance of the
manufacturing process and contributes
to the assurance of product quality,” says
Shabushnig. “It is part of a larger quality system and relies on good process
design (both inspection and manufacturing). It also provides valuable information on process and product stability and
can be used to drive continuous process
improvement to reduce or prevent future
defects and product loss.”
Designing a detailed visual inspection program upfront that includes proactive prevention, keeping up to date
with advances in software and hardware, incorporating AI technology, and
shifting from a manual process to an
automated one that combines machines
together has the potential to significantly improve the visual inspection
of parenterals—thereby, ensuring both
safety and product efficacy.◆
www.biopharminternational.com
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Emergence of India as a Global
Manufacturing Hub for Biosimilars
The biopharmaceutical landscape of India is transforming in terms
of regulatory policies, product development, and affordability.
ANURAG S. RATHORE, SRISHTI JOSHI, ROZALEEN DASH, NEH NUPUR, AND SHRAVAN SREENIVASAN
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REGULATORY POLICIES

Regulators play a pivotal role in ensuring success of biosimilar
manufacturing and approval, and thereby significantly impact
the cost-effectiveness of these products. The conversations on
the Indian regulatory landscape include the following: evolution
of the regulatory framework in India and advances made toward
harmonization of regulatory guidelines with other established
pathways; challenges associated with interchangeability; understanding of the regulatory guidelines; and framework for collaboration/networking among regulators, academia, and industry.
The evolution of Indian regulatory guidelines has seen a
steep curve since the past decade. With the country’s first guideDR. SRISHTI JOSHI and DR. ROZALEEN DASH are postdoctoral
fellows at Centre of Excellence, Biopharmaceutical Technology,
Indian Institute of Technology New Delhi. NEH NUPUR and
SHRAVAN SREENIVASAN are research scholars at the Department
of Chemical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology New
Delhi. DR. ANURAG S. RATHORE*, asrathore@biotechcmz.com,
is a professor in the Department of Chemical Engineering, Indian
Institute of Technology New Delhi and a member of BioPharm
International’s Editorial Advisory Board.
*To whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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he VAIshvik BHArtiya Vaigyanik (Indian diaspora
scientists), VAIBHAV Summit, conceptualized as a
collaborative initiative, took place in October 2020 (1).
The platform offered discussion, intellectual discourse, and collaboration amongst participating academicians of Indian origin
across the world, covering over 18 research areas that had been
identified as verticals of national importance. “Biotherapeutics
and Biosimilars” was identified as one of the horizontals under
the vertical “Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology” (1). Three
sessions, consisting of panel discussions, were held under the
themes “Regulatory Perspectives on Biosimilars”, “Biosimilars”,
and “Affordability of Biotherapeutic Products” and were
hosted by the Department of Biotechnology (DBT) Center
of Excellence for Biopharmaceutical Technology (CBT) at the
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi (2).
As India’s biomanufacturing is moving toward complex
products and alternative routes of administration, new manufacturing and regulatory challenges lie ahead. In view of
India’s global success in offering safe, efficacious, and affordable
pharmaceutical products to the world, much is expected for the
biotherapeutic class of products as well.
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lines for similar biologics released in
2012 and subsequent revision in 2016,
India has approved more than 100
biosimilars for 35 reference products
to date and efforts toward global harmonization of the guidelines continue
(3,4). As a result, Indian biosimilars are
gaining acceptance even in conservative international markets; for example,
Biocon-Mylan’s biosimilars Ogivri (trastuzumab), Fulphila (pegfilgrastim), and
Semglee (Insulin-glargine) have been
approved by United States Food and
Drug Administration (USFDA) and
have been launched in the United States.
While India is making efforts to establish “Brand India’’ as a manufacturer of
economical and high-quality therapies,
barriers to success, such as low public
awareness, limited international visibility,
and representation and lengthy approval
timelines, still remain. In this regard, the
DBT-supported institutes and apex
national bodies such as CBT and the
National Institute of Biologicals (NIB)
have contributed toward this expanded
awareness by publishing several quality
evaluation reports on biosimilarity of
marketed Indian products in the past
five years (5–8). Inclusion of India as a
member of the International Council for
Harmonisation (ICH) is a significant
move and should amplify the representation and influence of stakeholders in
international forums toward policy making and development (9). Concurrently,
the Indian regulatory agency, Central
Drug Standard Control Organization
(CDSCO), is restructuring the regulatory process by organizing pre-submission
meetings between regulatory/industry
from a nascent stage of biosimilar development, thereby ensuring that the agency
is seen as a facilitator and not as a hurdle
towards achieving affordable healthcare.
CDSCO and the US FDA have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
to facilitate enhanced flow of information
between the two agencies in the interest
of public health and efforts by India to
sign similar MoUs with other jurisdictions are underway (10,11).
www.biopharminternational.com

With new and more complex modalities entering the market along with alternate modes of administration, Indian
regulators are realizing that academic
input with respect to scientific understanding of the molecule is crucial for
sound policy making. Academic and regulatory collaborations are being sought
to ensure subject matter expert representations in policy making. Academic
institutions are also contributing through
organizing training sessions for the regulators to keep them updated on global
technology trends.

BIOSIMILARS

Over the past three decades, biosimilars have transformed the healthcare system by offering effective treatments for
complex diseases with low-cost solutions.
Production of biosimilars is a much more
complex process as compared to generic
pharmaceuticals (12). Different jurisdictions have come up with guidelines for
the approval of biosimilars. The commonality shared amongst these guidelines is the presentation of evidence of
similarity with the innovator based on a
comprehensive analytical characterization. India is fast moving toward becoming a major biosimilar economy with
proven expertise in delivering worldclass efficacious biosimilars.
Major hurdles faced by biosimilar
manufacturers pertaining to affordable
manufacturing include challenges due to
the complex nature of the bioprocesses,
requirement of sophisticated infrastructure, trained expertise, and the development of manufacturing technologies
to sustain product affordability. In the
past six years, national funding agencies
such as Biotechnology Industry Research
Assistance Council (BIRAC) under DBT
have made consistent efforts toward closing the above-mentioned gaps in India’s
capacity and capability by supporting
much required infrastructural developments across the country. Financial aid
in the form of grants has been provided
for high capital expenditure (CAPEX)
and operational expenditure (OPEX)

capacities required in establishing end-toend biopharmaceutical research facilities.
Start-ups/academia/Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) have
also been supported through establishment of high-end capacities (i.e., cell line
repositories, process development facility,
instrument intensive analytical facilities,
and large-scale manufacturing plants).
The National Biopharma Mission
(NBM), a joint collaboration between
BIRAC under DBT and World Bank, is
offering sustainable funding in the form
of grants to foster infrastructural development and accelerate research in biosimilar development (13).
As biosimilar development is a scientific enterprise, academia plays a major
role in filling domain specific knowledge
gaps. Therefore, academic research should
be oriented as per the current challenges
and future needs of the ecosystem. Topics
to gain fundamental understanding of
products include mechanistic understanding of molecular interactions through
systems biology and understanding of
structure to function relationships. In
addition to this, choosing the right technologies to develop with respect to focus
on cutting-edge research should be given
importance. One of the major emerging research areas in the advancement
of technology to produce biosimilars is
continuous manufacturing. In the interest of affordability as well as balancing
demand with supply, there is a need to
move toward continuous manufacturing
for products that have a high demand and
consumption, globally. This needs to be
complemented with advances in the field
of real-time and integrated process analytics through machine learning (ML) and
artificial intelligence (AI) systems. The
ongoing advancements in the areas of
AI/ML will further drive integration of
real-time process analytics into process
models to predict drug quality attributes
as a function of input process parameters
and material attributes.
It goes without saying that the current global pandemic has highlighted
the need for the development of indige-
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nous technologies. This is important, as
the present-day manufacturing technologies to a large extent depend on consumables and equipment that are mostly
imported. Therefore, academic research
in strengthening in-house capabilities
is essential to break the current dependency on technologies exported, such
as bioreactors, biosimilar clones, and
culture media (to name a few).

AFFORDABILITY OF
BIOTHERAPEUTICS

The intensive development, manufacturing, storage, and regulatory processes
requires huge investment, and hence,
these products end up being highly
expensive as compared to generics, making affordability a major issue. While
India is moving fast toward adulthood
in biosimilar manufacturing, the status
of affordability of biotherapeutics in
India (in comparison to other markets)
along with challenges unique to India
in achieving sustainable affordability
are some of the key deliberation points
(14,15). In addition, the role of academic
research in understanding factors influencing pricing and in developing pricing
models that balance these factors while
prioritizing affordability needs to be integral to the pricing policy.
Apart from some of the small protein
therapeutics such as insulin and other
products such as vaccines, biotherapeutics in general are highly costly. However,
the insurance policies in developed countries such as the US make these products affordable to those who are insured.
But in developing countries such as India,
the economic status of the population is
quite diverse, and the affordability of these
products is a major challenge (15,16).
For many of the countries, accessibility
to basic health care services is a major
bottleneck, and due to inadequate health
care systems and policies, the reach of the
general public to biopharmaceutical products remains poor. Additional factors that
affect affordability are hospital and treatment related expenses, lack of in-house
capabilities for development and manu44

facturing along with associated start-ups,
isolated collaborations, lack of investment
for the development of novel molecules,
and lack of synergistic work cultures (17).
Some other challenges include lack of
applied research, data analysis, and poor
implementation of simulation and artificial intelligence. Affordability is also associated with regulatory challenges, existing
policies, and intent of policy makers.
There is a need, therefore, for a sustainable
system for reducing the cost and enhancing the affordability. It can be summarized
that the issue of affordability of biopharmaceutical proteins is a global challenge.
Developing countries such as India
contribute significantly to the number
and share of therapeutic proteins sold to
consumers in developed countries such as
the US, and the products are considered
as safe and efficacious. This shows the
potential of the manufacturing capability of a developing nation, and the suitable redesigning of policies, collaborative
framework, and innovations can further
reduce the cost and make the product
more affordable. However, the cost of production is high, which is a concern for
small- and medium-scale manufacturers. Collaboration between industry and
health systems can be helpful in innovation, investment, and sustainable availability of biopharmaceutical products and
essential medicines, which in turn can
help in designing suitable strategies to
manage resources that can regulate the
cost. Academia can contribute by developing innovative technologies for manufacturing that can result in reduced cost.
Collaborations between industry and government for process and product development partnerships, innovative financing
mechanisms, licensing, and non-asset
declarations across the biopharmaceutical
sector can be helpful in finding new ways
to manage the cost (18).
Establishing inf rastructure for
developing new technologies and analytical platforms for processes and
consumables that are imported can
help in smoother and affordable operation of small- and medium-scale
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industries. Provision of suitable training on existing and new technologies
is of utmost importance. Structured
collaborations between academia and
industry with suitable assistance of government, where the innovation originated
in academia can be matured into affordable commercial processes, is required.
Provisions for the use of locally available
resources into effective and efficient use
of research is required. Further, effective
use of mathematical models that can
include a variety of factors is required
as a cost analyzing and designing strategy. The model should consider a variety of factors concerning private players,
policies, and regulatory guidelines. The
government bodies should further provide suitable funding schemes that can
lead to innovative technologies, and
open venture centers across multiple
places that can assist players operating
from smaller towns away from big cities.
Suitable modes for obtaining information
for mathematical modeling should be
obtained, with structured involvement of
government, academia, and industries.

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS

As an outcome of the deliberations
amongst the panel members, the following recommendations were made:
• Fostering a healthier, mutually
beneficial collaborative environment
amongst the three main arms of
the biopharmaceutical ecosystem
e xa mple: sponsored resea rc h
(industry-academia); collaboration
towards interpretation of regulations
(industry-regulatory); and increased
academic representation in regulatory
agencies and creating provisions for
scientifically sound policy making
(academia-regulatory) and building
mission mode consor tium of
academic and industry partner
• Increased regulatory convergence
via mutual recognition agreements
with the World Health Organization
and ICH and a simplified regulatory
process.
www.biopharminternational.com
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• Focus on evaluation of regulatory preparedness for
complex biosimilars and addressing complex issues such as
interchangeability
• Focus on changing global opinion on quality of Indian
biosimilars by means of increasing visibility of stakeholders
on international forums
• Deeper inclusion of subject matter experts in decision making
with regards to regulatory policy renovations, long-term
technology investments, and models for affordable pricing.
• Encouragement in building tech prospects and dedicated
institutes where the mandate should be development of
biopharmaceutical products.
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Ask the Expert

The Remote Audit–
A Tongue-in-Cheek Memo
Siegfried Schmitt, vice president, Technical at Parexel,
comments on the new paradigm of remote audits.
ecause of the COVID-19 pandemic, many
companies no longer permit on-site audits.
This has many advantages for the audited company (the auditee). This article tells how a company could explore this opportunity to its
maximum advantage.

MEMO TO ALL STAFF

In order to make customer audits as efficient
and effective for us, we have decided to update
the respective standard operating procedure.
Here we summarise the key elements:
• From now on, we will only allow virtual
audits or questionnaire audits, but no on-site
audits.
• These audits are limited to normal office
hours (i.e., between 9 am and 4.30 pm with
a one-hour lunch break from noon to 1 pm).
Extensions are not possible.
• We will only participate in Microsoft TEAMS
video conferencing sessions that we have set
up.
• We do not allow parallel sessions (e.g., for
more than one auditor).
• There will be only one person from our company (the moderator) participating in the
audit.
• Any questions from the auditors that the
moderator cannot answer, will be forwarded
to the relevant subject matter experts (SMEs).
The audit will be paused while the moderator
types the emails to the SMEs.
• The moderator will relay answers from the
SMEs to the auditors as and when these are
received.
• If the moderator has been in contact with a
person infected with COVID-19, the audit will
be cancelled. Cancellations should not be sent
out more than 24 hours before the start of the
audit.
• Documents can be reviewed in a data room
during audit hours only.
• For data protection reasons, anything we put
in the data room, like the company presenta-
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tion, will be non-editable, non-printable, and
the “print screen” function will be disabled.
Documents will only be shared with the auditors through the data room.
Auditors can either access the data room to
look at the documents, or they can access the
video conference with the moderator. Parallel
sessions are disabled.
For privacy reasons, we cannot switch on
video on our side.
Virtual site tours cannot be conducted live.
We will prepare pictures that will serve as a
site tour.
For privacy reasons, the pictures for this virtual site tour cannot show any personnel.
The pictures for this virtual site tour will be
available in the data room. No other pictures
can be provided.
Only questions received during the audit will
be answered.

SUMMARY

Audits can be so much more relaxed and enjoyable because virtual audits have become commonplace. If this memo seems familiar, then
this is pure coincidence. ◆
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